INTRODUCTION {#sec0005}
============

Multi-target drug discovery is an emerging area of increasing interest to the drug discovery community \[[@ref001]\]. It has been shown that mono-target drugs are usually do not work well for curing complex diseases due to the fact that many diseases are complex and multi-factorial \[[@ref002]\]. AVN-101 is a novel drug candidate designed as a multi-targeted therapy for the treatment of cognitive, neurodegenerative, and anxiety disorders, which affect millions of people worldwide. Alzheimer's disease, epilepsy, schizophrenia, depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, migraine, circadian rhythm disorders, and sleep disorders are the most common types of these diseases. An estimated 5.3 million Americans of all ages will have Alzheimer's disease in 2015 \[[@ref003]\]; the prevalence rate for schizophrenia is approximately 1.1% of the population over the age of 18 (source: NIMH) or, in other words, at any one time as many as 51 million people worldwide suffer from schizophrenia, including 2.2 million people in US \[[@ref004]\]; and anxiety disorders are the most common mental illness in the US, affecting 40 million adults at the age of 18 and older, or 18% of the population \[[@ref005]\].

Though no cure exists currently for Alzheimer's disease, serotonin receptors attract considerable interest as potential targets to alleviate living conditions of patients. Also, the serotonin receptors are being intensely investigated as targets for other diseases of central nervous system (CNS) \[[@ref006]\].

Quite recently, one of the newest receptors, 5-HT~6~ receptor, has been extensively studied as potentially valuable therapeutic target \[[@ref006]\]. 5-HT~6~ receptor has been cloned and pharmacologically characterized in 1993 as a receptor with moderate to low affinity to serotonin, positively coupled with adenylyl cyclase \[[@ref009]\]. Its highest expression was detected in such brain areas as striatum, olfactory tubercle, nucleus accumbens, and hippocampus \[[@ref009]\].

A plethora of highly selective and structurally diverse 5-HT~6~ receptor antagonists has been developed since the receptor discovery \[[@ref011]\]. Much hope was attributed to the receptor blockade as a means to cognitive enhancement, in general, and in Alzheimer's disease patients, in particular \[[@ref008]\].

However, early clinical trials proved to be a decisive negative filter for most of them to transit to more advanced phases. Only two 5-HT~6~ receptor antagonists, SB-742457 \[[@ref017]\] and Lu AE58054 \[[@ref018]\], have progressed to the Phase III clinical trials in patients with mild to moderate Alzheimer's disease \[[@ref018]\].

Lu AE58054 was shown to statistically improve cognitive function in patients with moderate Alzheimer's disease being treated with donepezil \[[@ref021]\]. These data in combination with earlier Phase I studies, encouraged Lundbeck to begin multiple Phase III clinical trials of LU-AE-58054 with donepezil or with an acetyl cholinesterase inhibitor in patients with mild to moderate Alzheimer's disease \[[@ref022]\].

GSK has been developing 5-HT~6~ receptor antagonists for quite a long time and its highly potent (PK~i~ = 9.63) and selective drug candidate, SB-742457, was under development for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease and demonstrated some preliminary efficacy in Phase II clinical trials \[[@ref018]\]. Based on the preclinical and Phase I and Phase II clinical studies performed by GSK, Axovant Sciences Ltd., which purchased the rights for the SB-742457 \[[@ref025]\] entered it in 2015 into Phase III 12-month open-label study under the name RVT-101 for the treatment of mild-to-moderate Alzheimer's disease \[[@ref023]\].

Another serotonin receptor, 5-HT~7~, with moderate to high affinity for serotonin binding and positive coupling to adenylyl cyclase has also been cloned and characterized in 1993 \[[@ref009]\]. Several splice variants of the 5-HT~7~ receptor have been identified with no major differences in their pharmacology and ability to activate adenylyl cyclase \[[@ref028]\]. Its major anatomical localization in rat brain areas such as cerebral cortex, hippocampal formation, tenia tecta, thalamus, and hypothalamus, has been established employing multiple strategies, such as immunocytochemistry, *in situ* hybridization, and agonist stimulated cFos expression \[[@ref029]\]. Involvement of the 5-HT~7~ receptor in the modulation of learning and memory processes has been discussed to provide a basis to obtain new therapeutic agents and strategies for the treatment of learning and memory disorders \[[@ref030]\]. It should be noted that literature on the potential role of the 5-HT~6~ and 5-HT~7~ agonists and antagonists is quite controversial \[[@ref031]\]. In mice models lacking 5-HT~7~ receptor or where the receptor was blocked with a selective antagonists, the hippocampus-dependent place learning was subtly impaired \[[@ref033]\]. On the other hand, positive effects of the 5-HT~7~ antagonists were reported for depression \[[@ref034]\], working memory deficit \[[@ref035]\], and schizophrenia-like deficit \[[@ref036]\]. One must keep in mind though that the conclusions have been reached based on results obtained in animal models, which do not always correctly reflect real CNS diseases in humans. Taking into consideration that the anatomical brain distribution areas of both the 5-HT~6~ and 5-HT~7~ receptors partially overlap with each other in brain zones responsible for cognition, memory, and anxiety and both receptors are coupled to the same signal transduction mechanism (adenylyl cyclase stimulation), it is feasible to suggest the role of 5-HT~7~ receptors in age-dependent cognitive impairments and in other CNS disorders such as depression \[[@ref037]\], mild to moderate Alzheimer's disease, schizophrenia \[[@ref032]\], and others.

In this work, we summarize the data on the orally bio-available CNS drug candidate, AVN-101, designed and developed based on the multi-target approach, with an emphasis on dual 5-HT~6~ and 5-HT~7~ receptors antagonism. We also compared its characteristics to those available for Lu AE58054 and SB-742457.

One of potential disorders to be treated with the multi-target drugs is a host of CNS disorders collectively called anxiety. Among them are: panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, social anxiety disorder, agoraphobia, specific phobia, separation anxiety disorder, selective mutism, substance/medication-induced anxiety disorder, anxiety disorder due to another medical condition. Anxiety disorders are widespread psychiatric conditions with significant social and professional disability, poor quality of life, an increased risk of suicide, and frequent attendance of medical services. Despite the high prevalence rates of these anxiety disorders, they often are under recognized and undertreated clinical problems. The etiology of anxiety disorders is complex and they share genetic and environmental risk factors \[[@ref038]\]. They often occur in conjunction with other mental disorders, particularly major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, certain personality disorders, and eating disorders. The anxiety disorders cover mainly four aspects of experiences that an individual may have: mental apprehension, physical tension, physical symptoms, and dissociative anxiety \[[@ref039]\]. The emotions manifested by anxiety disorders range from simple nervousness to bouts of terror \[[@ref040]\].

There are various forms of anxiety disorders, including generalized anxiety disorder, phobic disorder, and panic disorder. While each has its own characteristics and symptoms, they all include symptoms of anxiety. As of 2010, approximately 273 million (total prevalence --3.96% of the population) had an anxiety disorders and the number of sufferers increased 36.4% compared to 1990 \[[@ref041]\]. The prevalence of anxiety disorders is significantly higher in females (5.18%) than in males (2.76%).

Besides the psychological treatment of patients, "the goal of pharmacological treatment of anxiety disorders is to relieve the symptoms, prevent relapses, as well as the lasting effects, all with the best possible toleration of the medication" \[[@ref042]\]. According to the guidelines, antidepressants for long-term and tranqilizers for short-term treatment have proved efficacious for anxiety disorders. Current medications used in both treatment stratagems have significant limitations in particular due to their ineffectiveness in a substantial number of patients \[[@ref043]\] and in some cases intolerable side effects \[[@ref044]\]. Therefore, discovery of new medication for anxiety disorders with additional modes of action is warranted.

In this paper, we present the results of preclinical and early Phase I clinical studies of a new drug candidate, AVN-101, which has been developed on the basis of SAR research of numerous hydrogenated gamma-carbazoles \[[@ref012]\] and their heterocyclic analogues \[[@ref045]\]. Based on drug design, synthesis, and extensive medicinal chemistry efforts \[[@ref013]\], we came up with several small molecule candidates for further pre-clinical evaluation. Multiple iterations of *γ*-carboline substitutions brought to bear a promising multi-modal molecule, AVN-101, with a superior 5-HT~7~ receptor affinity, good bioavailability, low toxicity, and reasonable efficacy in animal models of CNS-related activity. The drug candidate has a potential to treat different CNS diseases in general and Alzheimer's disease in particular. For the treatment of Alzheimer's disease with AVN-101, we concentrate on the role of the serotonin receptors in influencing (improving) symptoms associated with the progression of the disease (such as anxiety, depression, sleep disorder, and decline in memory and cognition functions) and not on potential association with AβPP metabolism or tau phosphorylation \[[@ref046]\].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#sec0010}
======================

Molecular pharmacology of AVN-101 {#sec0015}
---------------------------------

### Physicochemical descriptors {#sec0020}

AVN-101 (2,8-dimethyl-5-penethyl-2,3,4,5-tetra-hydro-1h-pyrido\[[@ref004]\]indole hydrochloride) (see figure of the AVN-101 structure) is a multi-modal receptor antagonist with promising pre-clinical characteristics, which is under development as an orally available drug candidate to treat anxiety, memory disorders, and, potentially, Alzheimer's disease. Physicochemical characteristics of the AVN-101 are in a good compliance with the Lipinski rule of 5 \[[@ref070]\].

Major physicochemical descriptors have been assessed using calculator built-in into Accelrys' DS ViewerPro 6 and are presented in [Table 1](#jad-53-jad151146-t001){ref-type="table"}.

*Target specificity/selectivity*. Ability of AVN-101, as well as that of its M1 and M2 metabolites, to interact with multiple targets was tested in a competitive radio-labeled ligand displacement assays against multiple therapeutic targets including GPCRs, neuromediator transporters, ion channels, and enzymes (measured as inhibition of their enzymatic activity) \[[@ref054]\]. The affinity values, binding pK~i~, were measured for those targets that demonstrably responded to the AVN-101 in a primary specificity profile at its concentration of 1μM, are presented in [Fig. 1](#jad-53-jad151146-g001){ref-type="fig"}.

*Serotonin receptors*. AVN-101 is selective toward 5-HT~7~ receptor with the affinity in a low picomolar range, K~i~ = 153 pM. It also exhibits rather strong affinity toward 5-HT~2~ ~C~ (K~i~ = 1.17 nM), 5-HT~2A~ (K~i~ = 1.56 nM), and 5-HT~6~, (K~i~ = 2.04 nM), receptors, followed by 100-fold to 200-fold lower affinity to 5-HT~2B~ (K~i~ = 10.6 nM), 5-HT~5A~ (K~i~ = 20.8) nM and 5-HT~1A~ (K~i~ \>30 nM) receptors.

It should be mentioned that while both the SB-742457 and Lu AE58054 show higher affinity to 5-HT~6~ receptor (Ki = 234 pM \[[@ref072]\] and 830 pM \[[@ref073]\], respectively) than that of AVN-101 (Ki = 2.04 nM), neither exhibits comparable affinity toward the 5-HT~7~ receptor.

The SB-742457 is claimed to be highly selective antagonist with at least a 100-fold selectivity against other receptors. However, we failed to locate an original paper on SB-742457 to be able to clarify if the 5-HT~7~ receptor was among those "other receptors" claimed to be tested. Therefore, we have tested its affinity in parallel with AVN-101. In our hands ([Fig. 29](#jad-53-jad151146-g029){ref-type="fig"} in \[[@ref013]\]), the receptor binding profile of SB -742457 at 1μM, showed very low affinity to the 5-HT~7~ receptor (∼25% binding inhibition). Assessment of the AVN-101 and SB -742457 affinities to 5-HT~7~ receptor was performed in parallel ([Fig. 2A](#jad-53-jad151146-g002){ref-type="fig"}) and produced IC~50~ values of 0.28 nM and 1.27μM, correspondingly. We should mention though that based on the data of target panel ([Fig. 29](#jad-53-jad151146-g029){ref-type="fig"} in \[[@ref013]\]) SB-742457 was not inordinately specific. Indeed, at 1μM, SB-742457 displayed competition for 5-HT~2A~ (91% radioligand displacement), 5-HT~1B~ (86% displacement), 5-HT~2B~ (88% displacement), and 5-HT~2C~ (85% displacement). We have also compared affinities of the AVN-101 and SB -742457 to the 5-HT~2A~ receptor ([Fig. 2B](#jad-53-jad151146-g002){ref-type="fig"}).

The data shows that while the AVN-101 has ∼4-orders of magnitude higher affinity to the 5-HT~7~ receptor, the affinities of both compounds to the 5-HT~2A~ receptor are practically equal to each other. Alterations of 5-HT~2A~ receptor activity may be a contributing factor to the development of cognitive dysfunction in mental disorders such as schizophrenia and depression, and thus, may provide an important target for drug therapy of memory dysfunctions \[[@ref074]\]. Antagonists of 5-HT~2A~ receptor are considered to be useful in treatment of psychosis, and possibly alcohol and cocaine dependence \[[@ref075]\] and the receptor importance in mediating CNS functions is consistent with its considerable expression in various regions of nervous system \[[@ref076]\].

Similar to SB-742457, the Lu AE58054 has very low, if any, binding affinity to the 5-HT~7~ receptor \[[@ref073]\]. However, unlike the SB-742457, it does not bind well with 5-HT~2A~ receptor ([Table 2](#jad-53-jad151146-t002){ref-type="table"}). This data shows that while Lu AE58054 is highly selective toward the 5-HT~6~ receptor, AVN-101 is highly selective toward the 5-HT~7~ receptor (Ki = 153 pM).

Thus the AVN-101 specificity pattern is distinctly different from that of both the Lu AE58054 and SB-742457. In particular, the AVN-101 has highest selectivity toward the 5-HT~7~ receptor with an order of magnitude lower affinity toward the 5-HT~6~, 5-HT~2A~, and 5-HT~2C~ receptors. It has been speculated (see in \[[@ref032]\]) that blockade of 5-HT~7~ receptor could reverse memory deficits. Also, it was shown that additive combination of 5-HT~6~ and 5-HT~2A~ specific antagonists but not the individual antagonists by themselves, was able to prevent MK-801-induced prepulse inhibition (PPI) deficit in rats \[[@ref077]\]. It seems very appealing to have a candidate with ability to block all three potential targets (5-HT~7~, 5-HT~6~, and 5-HT~2A~) for treatment of CNS disorders.

It is still to be seen what role the 5-HT~2C~ ligand could play in a combination with inhibition of other serotonin receptors but it was shown that 5-HT~2C~ receptor antagonists stimulate dopaminergic and adrenergic pathways and exert antidepressant and anxiolytic actions \[[@ref078]\].

Affinity of AVN-101 to another serotonin receptor, 5-HT~2B~, is also rather high (Ki = 10.6 nM, [Table 2](#jad-53-jad151146-t002){ref-type="table"}). Though major expression of this receptor is found in smooth muscles of stomach, esophagus, duodenum, small and large intestine, myocardium, and lung, some expression has also been detected in brain cerebellum \[[@ref079]\]. The role of 5-HT~2B~ receptor in CNS diseases is not quite established yet, and potential negative effect of its stimulation was associated with valvular heart disease \[[@ref080]\]. Therefore, the AVN-101 was tested in both the cell-based functional assay ([Fig. 3A](#jad-53-jad151146-g003){ref-type="fig"}, intracellular Ca^2 +^ mobilization in HEK 297 cells with extragenously expressed human recombinant 5-HT~2B~ receptor) and in a rat stomach fundus contraction assay ([Fig. 3](#jad-53-jad151146-g003){ref-type="fig"}).

Addition of AVN-101 alone produced neither increase in the intracellular free Ca^2 +^ ions ([Fig. 3A](#jad-53-jad151146-g003){ref-type="fig"}) nor contraction of the rat stomach fundus ([Fig. 3B](#jad-53-jad151146-g003){ref-type="fig"}), meaning that it lacked intrinsic agonistic activity on the 5-HT~2B~ receptor while effectively blocking both the *α* methyl-serotonin-induced spike in the intracellular Ca^2 +^ concentration and *α* methyl-serotonin-induced fundus contraction. This finding makes AVN-101 safe from the potentially developing cardio vulvopathy in patients.

*Histamine receptors*. AVN-101 shows some ability to compete with radio-labeled ligands for both the histamine H~1~ (Ki = 0.58 nM) and H~2~ receptors (Ki = 89 nM) while being totally inactive on H~3~ receptor. H~1~ receptor is widely distributed in different brain regions and its activity is associated with G~q11~ \[[@ref081]\] and, hence, modulation of intracellular Ca^2 +^ mobilization. H2 receptor is positively coupled to adenylate cyclase via G~s~. and hence, its stimulation produces increase in cAMP production.

To test AVN-101 for its activity, either agonistic or antagonistic, we used cell-based functional assays with human neuroblastoma cell line, SK-N-SH, which endogenously expressed H~1~ receptor and CHO-K1 (AequoZen cells, Eurofin), which exogenously expressed H~2~ receptor. SK-N-SH cells were stimulated with 10μM histamine and intracellular spike in free Ca^2 +^ concentration was registered. CHO-K1 cells were stimulated with 50 nM amthamine and intracellular accumulation of cAMP was registered.

We found that the AVN-101 activated neither H1 nor H2 receptors but effectively blocked the corresponding agonist-induced cell responses ([Fig. 4A](#jad-53-jad151146-g004){ref-type="fig"}) and competed with both H1 and H2 receptors for their radio-labeled ligands ([Fig. 4B](#jad-53-jad151146-g004){ref-type="fig"}).

Histamine functions in CNS as a neuromediator, and its actions are associated with wakefulness, alertness, and reaction time. Antagonists (reverse agonists) of H~1~ receptor are suggested to lead to drowsiness \[[@ref082]\]. On the other hand, it was shown \[[@ref083]\] that histamine and its receptors have been implicated in the multiple sclerosis, a chronic inflammatory demyelinating disease of the CNS. In mice knockout experiments, the authors showed that only a dual H1/H2 knockout was effective in preventing or reducing severity of experimental allergic encephalomyelitis, the autoimmune model of multiple sclerosis. Thus, the dual H~1~/H~2~ antagonistic activity is a very helpful feature of the AVN-101 that could be useful in preventing CNS inflammation. Both the SB-742457 and Lu AE58054 lack such a feature.

*Imidazoline I2 receptor*. AVN-101 interacts with inidazoline I2 receptor ([Fig. 1](#jad-53-jad151146-g001){ref-type="fig"}). The ability of some β-carboline derivatives to interact with imidazoline receptors has previously been published \[[@ref084]\], and it was shown that the imidazoline receptors could be involved in a multitude of neurophysiologic and neuropathologic functions \[[@ref085]\]. Therefore, the ability of the AVN-101 to interact with these receptors could also be an advantageous feature of the AVN-101 treatment; however, its affinity to the receptor, K~i~ = 179 nM, is a thousand times as high as the one for 5-HT-7 receptor, K~i~ = 0.153 nM.

*Adrenergic receptors*. From the data of [Fig. 1](#jad-53-jad151146-g001){ref-type="fig"}, one can see that AVN-101 also binds to *α*2 receptors with higher affinity than to *α*1 receptors ([Table 3](#jad-53-jad151146-t003){ref-type="table"}).

The AVN-101 demonstrates selectivity toward *α*~2B~ receptor followed by *α*~2A~ and *α*~2C~ (in the order of affinity) and then by *α*~1B~, *α*~1A~, and *α*~1D~. In CNS, adrenergic *α*~2A~ and *α*~2C~ receptors are predominantly localized in pre-synaptic areas while *α*~2B~ receptors localized post-synaptically \[[@ref086]\]. Due to a lack of selective antagonists, the role of adrenergic *α*~2B~ receptors in behavioral disorders is not clear yet. Adrenergic *α*~2A~ and *α*~2C~ receptors control the CNS physiologic functions based on modulation of negative feedback circuitry controlling inhibition of the noradrenalin release. It was postulated that *α*~2A~- and *α*~2C~-receptors complement each other to integrate CNS function and behavior \[[@ref086]\] and hence, drugs acting via the *α*~2A~+*α*~2C~ receptors may have therapeutic value in disorders associated with enhanced startle responses and sensorimotor gating deficits, such as schizophrenia, attention deficit disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, and drug withdrawal, depression, and anxiety.

Though the expression of adrenergic *α*1 receptors are rather abundant throughout the different tissues of human body \[[@ref087]\] the most established role of the receptor blockers was reported for treatment of hypertension and symptomatic relief of prostatic hypertrophy \[[@ref088]\]. The elderly have a much higher hypertension prevalence rate than younger people \[[@ref089]\] and Alzheimer's disease develops later in the life, which makes it beneficial for the AVN-101 to also control blood pressure through its anti-adrenergic activity.

*Dopaminergic receptors*. As seen from [Fig. 1](#jad-53-jad151146-g001){ref-type="fig"}, AVN-101 has very low affinity toward these receptors compared to the 5-HT~7~ receptor.

*Other targets*. AVN-101 does not bind to the following tested targets (see [Fig. 1](#jad-53-jad151146-g001){ref-type="fig"}): hERG channel, sodium channel (Site 2), calcium channels of L and N type, dopamine and norpinephrine transporters, muscarinic M2 receptor, sigma 1 receptor, and histamine H3 receptor.

Pre-clinical and early clinical studies of AVN-101 {#sec0025}
--------------------------------------------------

All animal studies were carried out under protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and institutional guidelines for the proper, humane use of animals in research were properly followed.

### Metabolism {#sec0030}

*Stability in aqueous solutions*. AVN-101 is rather stable upon prolong (72 h) incubation at room temperature in aqueous solutions. After the 72 h incubation, the fraction of original AVN-101 concentration was equal to: in distilled water: 97.03%; in salt solution at pH 4.0 : 98.05%; in salt solution at pH 7.0 : 99.95%; and in physiological solution at pH 7.4 : 99.38%.

*Stability in mouse, simian, and human blood plasma*. AVN-101 is poorly stable in murine plasma: by the end of 30-min incubation at room temperature, the residual amount of the original compound is reduced to 16%. At the same time, AVN-101 shows better stability in plasma samples taken from monkey and human: by the end of the 30-min incubation at room temperature, the residual amount of the original compound is reduced to only 45% and 68%, respectively.

*Human plasma protein binding*. Assessment of an ability of AVN-101 to bind to human plasma proteins was performed with whole plasma at AVN-101 concentrations of 0.5 mg/mL and 5 mg/mL using equilibrium dialysis approach ([Fig. 5](#jad-53-jad151146-g005){ref-type="fig"}).

It appeared that ∼41% of the AVN-101 was bound to the plasma proteins and this percentage did not depend on the AVN-101 concentration in the range between 0.5 and 5μg/mL.

*Permeability in Caco-2 model*. Caco-2 Permeability assay uses an established method for predicting the *in vivo* absorption of drugs across the gut wall by measuring the rate of transport of a compound across a monolayer Caco-2 cell line \[[@ref090]\]. In characterizing ability of potential drugs to interact with and be transported by the ATP-binding cassette transporters (ABC), known also as multidrug resistance protein 1, MDR1, or P-glycoprotein, Pgp, it is suggested to use three approaches: i) measure activation of ATPase activity as an indication of being a Pgp substrate, ii) measure efflux rate of the test drug as an indication of being actually transported out by the Pgp, and iii) measure effect of the drug on efflux of known compound with asymmetric influx/efflux characteristics as an indication of potential inhibition of the Pgp transport \[[@ref091]\].

The Caco-2 cells are derived from a human colon carcinoma, which have characteristics similar to intestinal epithelial cells--- formation of a polarized cell monolayer, well-defined brush border on the apical surface, and intercellular junctions. Assessment of a drug transport in both directions \[apical-to-basolateral (A-B) and basolateral-to-apical (B-A)\] across the CACO-2 cell monolayer enables determination of the efflux asymmetry and hence, indication of either the drug is being actively transported by the Pgp pump. The data in [Table 4](#jad-53-jad151146-t004){ref-type="table"} shows that AVN-101 belongs to a category of drugs with rather high CACO-2 permeability in both directions with no apparent permeability asymmetry of the transport in both directions, A⟶B and B⟶A, asymmetry ratio = 1.1. Hence, it is not considered to be expelled from the cells by the Pgp-pump and as a result, would have a good bioavailability. The lack of the asymmetry in permeability is quite common for highly permeable drugs and is attributed to assay limitations \[[@ref091]\] rather than the inability of the highly permeable drugs to interact with the Pgp. Therefore, we have investigated effects of the AVN-101 on Pgp ATPase activity as well on permeability of Rhodamine123 known to undergo active efflux through the Pgp pump.

For studies of ATPase activity, we used Pgp-Glotrademark Assay System with P-glycoprotein (Promega Corporation, USA). Effect of the AVN-101 on orthovanadate-sensitive ATPase activity was measured in accordance with manufacturer's protocol and data is presented in [Fig. 6](#jad-53-jad151146-g006){ref-type="fig"}. The AVN-101 causes strong activation of the Pgp ATP-ase activity, which is an indication of the AVN-101 being a non-transportable substrate for the Pgp \[[@ref091]\].

Next, we have tested ability of the AVN-101 to inhibit the Pgp pump by assessing its effect on an asymmetric permeability of Rhodamine123 through the Caco-2 monolayer ([Table 4](#jad-53-jad151146-t004){ref-type="table"}). Indeed, the AVN-101 has considerable effect on the asymmetry of the Rhodamine123 permeability for the monolayer comparable with that of known inhibitor of the Pgp pump, verapamil. This presents an additional advantage of using AVN-101 as a co-drug that would enhance overall permeability of the accompanied drug, which could be Pgp-dependent. Of course, one must keep in mind that the apparent potency of the AVN-101 to stimulate Pgp-related ATPase activity (EC50 ∼50μM) is many orders of magnitude lower than that needed to block both the 5-HT~6~ and 5-HT~7~ receptors, and further research will need to be done to show if such concentrations of the AVN-101 even achievable in the gut with therapeutically relevant dose formulations.

*In vitro metabolism in rat and human microsomes*. When tested at a concentration of 1μM, AVN-101 rapidly metabolized by both the human (HLM) and rat (RLM) microsomes ([Fig. 7](#jad-53-jad151146-g007){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 5](#jad-53-jad151146-t005){ref-type="table"}).

Ten probable metabolites have been structurally identified, M1-M10 ([Fig. 8](#jad-53-jad151146-g008){ref-type="fig"}). M1, M2, M4-M6, M9, and M10 were found in quantifiable amounts only in reactions with human microsomes. M7 was identified only with rat microsomes, and M3, M8, and a few other unidentifiable metabolites were found in both the rat and human microsomes.

By the end of a 30-min incubation time, the remaining amount of AVN-101 comprised only 2% and \<1% for human and rat microsomes, respectively ([Table 6](#jad-53-jad151146-t006){ref-type="table"}). However, at 2μM the decomposition AVN-101 in human microsomes was substantially diminished; only 57% of the original AVN-101 was consumed by the end of 30-min incubation ([Table 6](#jad-53-jad151146-t006){ref-type="table"}). It seemed that at the higher concentration, AVN-101 might have inhibited some cytochromes(s) participating in the AVN-101metabolism.

Indeed, the quantity of a major metabolite, M3, in HLM reaction (83%) when measured at 1μM AVN-101, substantially dropped (6%) when 2μM AVN-101 was used ([Table 6](#jad-53-jad151146-t006){ref-type="table"}).

To determine which cytochromes could participate in the AVN-101 metabolism, we have tested six most common human recombinant cytochromes, and relative quantities of AVN-101 remaining after 30-min incubation with each cytochrome at 37°C are presented in [Table 7](#jad-53-jad151146-t007){ref-type="table"}. One can see that AVN-101 is most probably metabolized by CYP2C19, CYP2D6, CYP3A4, and, partially, by CYP1A2. Neither CYP2C8 nor CYP2C9 participate in the AVN-101 metabolism.

Three metabolites, **M1** (2-(2,8-dimethyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-pyrido\[[@ref004]\]indol-5-yl)-1-phenyl-ethan-ol), **M2** (2-methyl-5-phenethyl-2,3,4,5-tetrahydro-1H-pyrido\[[@ref004]\]indol-8-yl)-methanol)), and **M3** (2-methyl-5-phenethyl-2,3,4,5-tetrahydro-1H-pyri-do\[[@ref004]\]indol-8-yl)-carboxilic acid)), have been synthesized and their structures established. As our PK and blood-brain barrier permeability studies showed, metabolite M3, containing carboxylic group, did not accumulate in the brain in reasonable concentrations, hence, we found it unnecessary to characterize its affinity to the receptors at this point.

Compared to AVN-101, M1 has practically same affinity to the adrenergic *α*~1A~ receptor, 3-fold lower affinity to *α*~2A~ receptor, 83-fold lower affinity (K~i~ =∼48 nM) to histamine H1 receptor, 9-fold lower affinity to H2 receptor, 2-fold lower affinity to 5-HT~2A~ receptor, 7-fold lower affinity to 5-HT~2C~ receptor, 4-fold lower affinity to 5-HT~6~ receptor, and 50-fold lower affinity (K~i~ = 7.72 nM) to 5-HT~7~ receptor.

M2 metabolite exhibits 22-fold reduction in affinity to the 5-HT~6~ receptor and 9-fold reduction in affinity to histamine H2 receptor ([Fig. 1](#jad-53-jad151146-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

Neither AVN-101 nor its metabolites, M1 and M2, seem to interact with 5-HT~3~ and 5-HT~4~ receptors. In Phase I PK studies, we found that in humans, the metabolite M2 was not detectable in blood and, hence, we did not profile it further.

*Metabolism in human liver S9 fraction*. Next, we assessed if the AVN-101 could be metabolized not only with phase 1 metabolism enzymes but can also be susceptible for phase 2 metabolism, in particular, through glucuronidation. For that, we used human and rat isolated S9 fractions that contain enzymes of both the phase 1 and phase 2 metabolism. The data of [Fig. 9](#jad-53-jad151146-g009){ref-type="fig"} shows that the AVN-101 easily metabolized in the presence of NADPH, a phase 1 metabolism co-factor, being more stable with the human S9 fraction (see also half life of metabolism in [Table 8](#jad-53-jad151146-t008){ref-type="table"}). In the presence of uridine-diphosphate-glucuronic acid (UDPGA), a co-factor of phase 2 metabolism, there was no metabolism of AVN-101 observed. This indicates that AVN-101 is not subject to direct glucuronidation. In the presence of both the NADPH and UDPGA (1st and 2nd metabolism phases), no apparent difference in the metabolism rate was observed compared to only NADPH.

Noteworthy,increased concentration of AVN-101 led to a slower rate of metabolism with the S9 fraction ([Table 8](#jad-53-jad151146-t008){ref-type="table"}), similar to what we have observed with its metabolism by purified microsomes.

### Pharmacokinetics of AVN-101 and its metabolites, M1 and M2 {#sec0035}

*Pharmacokinetics of AVN-101 in mice*. We have assessed pharmacokinetics of AVN101 in mice upon intraperitoneal (IP) administration ([Fig. 10](#jad-53-jad151146-g010){ref-type="fig"}).

Several doses were used to see if there is a pattern of dose-related overload of the drug ([Table 9](#jad-53-jad151146-t009){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 11](#jad-53-jad151146-g011){ref-type="fig"}).

The data presented in [Fig. 11](#jad-53-jad151146-g011){ref-type="fig"} shows that there is a linear relation between the drug dosage used ([Fig. 11A](#jad-53-jad151146-g011){ref-type="fig"}) and either maximal concentration (C~MAX~) or exposure (AUC). Interesting that the half-life of the drug elimination was also dose-dependent and it reached a plateau at T~1/2~ = 130 min at a dose of about 2 mg/kg ([Fig. 11B](#jad-53-jad151146-g011){ref-type="fig"}).

*Pharmacokinetics of AVN-101 in rats*. Bioavailability of the AVN-101 (5 mg/kg) was assessed in Wistar rats upon its administration through oral (PO) and IP routes as compared to the intravenous (IV) route ([Fig. 12](#jad-53-jad151146-g012){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 10](#jad-53-jad151146-t010){ref-type="table"}). AVN-101 was detected in the blood plasma using LC-MS/MS.

Summary of the PK parameters in rats is shown in [Table 10](#jad-53-jad151146-t010){ref-type="table"}. The AVN-101 time-dependent concentrations in the blood were registered using LC-MS/MS method.

Based on this data, bioavailability of AVN-101 in rats (as calculated based on values of AUC~0 ⟶240~) is 26.3% upon IP administration and 8.5% upon PO administration. It should be noted though that the drug elimination determined in the *in vivo* experiment, K~el~ = 0.0121 min^--1^ (IV route, [Table 10](#jad-53-jad151146-t010){ref-type="table"}), is substantially slower than that observed with the rat microsomes (K~el~ = 0.335 min^--1^, see [Table 5](#jad-53-jad151146-t005){ref-type="table"}).

*Biodistribution of AVN-101 in rat organs*. Distribution of AVN-101 and its metabolites in main organs of the rats was assessed with \[^3^H\]AVN-101 as a marker. Male Wistar rats (180--200 g; *n* = 36) were administered, either orally or intravenously, with the AVN-101 containing \[^3^H\]AVN-101 (22.2×10^6^ dpm/mg) at a dose of, respectively, 10 mg/kg and 5 mg/kg. 4 h after the drug administration, the animals were killed by placing them into CO~2~ chamber, tissues were collected immediately after the death (3--5 min), washed with ice-chilled saline, homogenized, and their radioactivity was analyzed using a MicroBeta LSC counter (PerkinElmer, USA).

The data, presented in [Table 11](#jad-53-jad151146-t011){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 13A](#jad-53-jad151146-g013){ref-type="fig"}, showed that 4 h after IV or PO administration, AVN-101 redistributed into all the organs studied, irrespective of the administration route. The lowest AVN-101 concentration was observed in the blood. The highest accumulation of the drug was observed in the brain, 13-fold (PO) and 26-fold (IV) higher than in the blood. Concentration of the AVN-101 in all other organs was also higher than that in the blood thus indicating a high volume of distribution. When comparing the AVN-101 tissue accumulation as a function of the drug administration route ([Fig. 13B](#jad-53-jad151146-g013){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 11](#jad-53-jad151146-t011){ref-type="table"}), one can conclude that brain, kidney, liver, and spleen show similar to each other accumulation pattern with the relative oral bioavailability of 31.5% --36.2%, while accumulation of the AVN-101 in heart and lung tissues was less effective upon PO administration (oral availability of 17.7% --17.9%). The higher efficiency of the AVN-101 distribution into heart and lungs upon IV administration compared to the PO administration could be responsible for the lower IV/PO ration of the AVN-101 concentrations in the blood, 1.57, which provides a good explanation of the relatively high oral bioavailability in the blood, 63.9% ([Table 11](#jad-53-jad151146-t011){ref-type="table"}).

*Brain/plasma distribution of the AVN-101 and its metabolites, M1 and M3, in rats*. As distribution data above showed, the major AVN-101 accumulation compartment is the brain, which is the organ of our interest of developing the drug for CNS diseases. Therefore, the brain/plasma distribution was studied in more details using LC-MS/MS method for detection of both the non-metabolized AVN-101 and its two major metabolites that are produced by microsomes. The Sprague Dawley rats were administered with the AVN-101 (2 mg/kg through the IV route and after specified time intervals, the animals were euthanized by placing them into CO~2~-filled chamber for 3--5 min. The blood, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and brain samples were taken at different time points after IV administration, from 3 rats in each time group. The blood was drawn through cardio puncture into vacutainer tubes filled with heparin, CSF was aspirated from cisterna magna \[[@ref092]\], and brains were removed from the crania and placed on ice. Blood samples were centrifuged to remove blood cells and brains were thoroughly washed with an ice-chilled saline solution and homogenized in four volumes of purified water. All plasma and CSF samples as well as brain homogenates were frozen and kept under liquid nitrogen until sample preparation for the analyses was initiated.

Kinetics of the AVN-101 distribution as well as that of its metabolites, M1 and M3, is shown for the rat blood plasma ([Fig. 14A](#jad-53-jad151146-g014){ref-type="fig"}), brain homogenates ([Fig. 14B](#jad-53-jad151146-g014){ref-type="fig"}), and CSF ([Fig. 14C](#jad-53-jad151146-g014){ref-type="fig"}).

In compliance with the previous data ([Table 11](#jad-53-jad151146-t011){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 13](#jad-53-jad151146-g013){ref-type="fig"}), the AVN-101 exposure in the brain was substantially higher than in the blood starting with very first time point, 5 min ([Fig. 14A](#jad-53-jad151146-g014){ref-type="fig"}, [B](#jad-53-jad151146-g014){ref-type="fig"}), which indicated that the AVN-101 very rapidly distributed into the brain. Generation of M1 product roughly followed the course of the AVN-101 elimination, though the concentrations of both the M1 and M3 products were substantially lower. Interestingly, the AVN-101 exposure in CSF ([Fig. 14C](#jad-53-jad151146-g014){ref-type="fig"}) was very low even comparing with that of blood.

Exposure of the AVN-101 in brain was  20-fold higher than that in blood (compare AUC values in [Table 12](#jad-53-jad151146-t012){ref-type="table"}). In the CSF, the AVN-101 exposure was dramatically lower than in blood and brain.

Elimination rate of the AVN-101 in the Sprague Dawley rats was similar to that of Wistar rats ([Fig. 12](#jad-53-jad151146-g012){ref-type="fig"}) and substantially slower (k~el~ = 0.0048 min^--1^, [Table 12](#jad-53-jad151146-t012){ref-type="table"}) than its *in vitro* transformation rate by both the microsomes ([Fig. 7](#jad-53-jad151146-g007){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 5](#jad-53-jad151146-t005){ref-type="table"}) and S9 fraction ([Fig. 9](#jad-53-jad151146-g009){ref-type="fig"}). In both the brain and CSF, the AVN-101 is metabolized very slowly (k~el~ = 0.0092 min^--1^, and 0.0071 min^--1^, respectively, [Table 12](#jad-53-jad151146-t012){ref-type="table"}) with formation of M1 metabolite while M3 metabolite can be detected only at very low concentrations (\<1 ng/mL) at all time points.

Potential mechanism underlying the slow AVN-101 elimination will be discussed below in the light of discovered fast transport of AVN-101 from the blood stream into the brain and thus shielding a balk of it from systemic circulation.

The analysis of the AVN-101 kinetics in blood plasma ([Fig. 14A](#jad-53-jad151146-g014){ref-type="fig"}) and in brain tissue ([Fig. 14B](#jad-53-jad151146-g014){ref-type="fig"}) unexpectedly revealed that the AVN-101 permeated the blood-brain barrier extremely quickly and at a substantially higher concentration relative to one in blood plasma. Indeed, the maximal AVN-101 concentration, C~max~, in brain was achieved at the very first time point, 5 min, after the IV administration. Both the C~max~ and exposure (AUC) values in the brain were much higher, ca. 20-fold, compared to that in plasma. To explain the relatively low plasma concentration of the AVN-101, we have tested a hypothesis that it could be a result of a strong retention of the compound with the blood cell elements. We measured the AVN-101 concentration in the whole blood and in plasma and blood cells after centrifugal separation of the blood into plasma and cell elements ([Fig. 15](#jad-53-jad151146-g015){ref-type="fig"}). From the data in [Fig. 15](#jad-53-jad151146-g015){ref-type="fig"}, one can clearly see that the compound detected in the blood is mainly distributed in plasma, and the blood cells have low binding capacity for the AVN-101. At the same time, the AVN-101 concentration in brain was more than an order of magnitude higher than in the blood.

Thus the low plasma concentration of the AVN-101 is caused by fast redistribution of the drug into brain and other organs. The very high concentration of the AVN-101 in the brain even at a very short time (5 min) after IV injection indicates very easy permeation of the compound through the brain-blood barrier, possibly through some transport mechanisms present in the cells forming the blood-brain barrier. Noteworthy and also unexpectedly, the AVN-101 concentration in CSF was substantially lower than that in either blood or brain tissues, which indicates very poor permeation through the blood/CSF and brain/CSF barriers. Though the movement of substances from the blood into the CSF is, in many ways, analogous to that from the blood into the brain, with many of the same transporter systems present in both tissues \[[@ref093]\], it appears that the AVN-101 might be effectively prevented from the entry into CSF by some efflux transport mechanisms. The very high concentration of the drug in brain compared to that in both the CSF and blood achieved just 5 min after the drug injection could be a result of high and tight absorption of the compound by brain matter and/or due to energy-dependent pump mechanisms quickly transporting the AVN-101 against its concentration gradient. To test the hypothesis of high absorption of the compound by a brain matter as a potential mechanism of this counter gradient movement of the AVN-101 into brain, we performed a simulation experiment, whereby the rat brain tissue homogenized in four volumes ofphosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.2) was dialyzed against plasma 5-fold diluted with PBS to maintain concentrations of possible AVN-101 binding substances of brain and plasma tissues at approximately same relative concentrations. The AVN-101 was spiked (1μM final) into the diluted plasma. Dialysis was performed in triplicates using the 48-well Teflon^®^ Rapid Equilibrium Dialysis (RED) plate and disposable inserts with regenerated cellulose dialysis membrane, a cutoff size of pores of ca. 8,000 MW (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). After diluted plasma containing the 1μM AVN-101 and brain homogenates were placed into corresponding chambers of the dialysis device, the samples of both plasma and brain homogenate were taken out for analysis at different incubation time points to simulate the same time interval as in the animal experiments ([Fig. 16A](#jad-53-jad151146-g016){ref-type="fig"}). The samples after removal were matrix-equilibrated; in other words, brain homogenate was added to the plasma samples and diluted plasma was added to the brain homogenate samples. As controls for the membrane permeability, we have also measured the equilibration pattern of the AVN-101 when both chambers of the dialysis apparatus contained either 20% plasma ([Fig. 16B](#jad-53-jad151146-g016){ref-type="fig"}) or PBS buffer([Fig. 16C](#jad-53-jad151146-g016){ref-type="fig"}).

The data obtained and presented in [Fig. 16](#jad-53-jad151146-g016){ref-type="fig"} clearly showed that unlike the *in vivo* experiments, transfer of the AVN-101 through the semi-permeable membrane was, as expected, rather slow and its concentration in brain-containing chamber never exceeds that of the plasma chamber. Based on this behavior of the AVN-101, the fast transfer from blood to brain against its concentration gradient in the *in vivo* experiments while having normal distribution between the plasma and brain in the *ex vivo* experiments, we speculate that an active AVN-101 transport mechanism exists in the cells forming the blood-brain barrier, which the AVN-101 exploits.

It is also surprising that the AVN-101 has very low permeability through both blood/CSF and brain/CSF barrier as evident from its very low concentration in CSF ([Figs. 14](#jad-53-jad151146-g014){ref-type="fig"} and [15](#jad-53-jad151146-g015){ref-type="fig"}). This potentially could be due to the effective efflux mechanisms present in the cells of the blood/CSF and brain/CSF borders \[[@ref094]\].

Thus, one can conclude that in rats, the AVN-101 accumulates very efficiently in the brain through a yet unidentified energy-dependent pump.

*Pharmacokinetics of AVN-101 in dogs*. A dose of the AVN-101 or its synthetic metabolite M1, as shown in [Table 13](#jad-53-jad151146-t013){ref-type="table"}, is given to dogs (Beagle) either through IV or PO route of administration as a bolus and blood samples were collected through 48 h of observation.

It is interesting to note that the exposure, AUC, of the metabolite M1 in the blood upon the AVN-101 PO gavage was significantly higher than when the drug was administered through the IV route (8,995 (min×ng/mL)/10 (mg/kg) versus 264.6 (min×ng/mL)/2 (mg/kg)). Based on the PK and tissue distribution data obtained for rats, one could speculate that the systemic administration of AVN-101 allows for more compound to distribute into organs thus shielding it from metabolism in the liver.

Bioavailability of the synthetic metabolite M1 was somewhat better, 8.4% versus 4.6%, than that of its precursor, AVN-101. Metabolite M1 has also exhibited higher levels of exposure, AUC, upon both routs of administration than those of AVN-101. Noteworthy, the M1 was able to "regenerate" back into AVN-101. Judging by higher exposure of "regenerated" AVN-101 (1,896 (min×ng/mL)/5 (mg/kg)) formed upon PO administration of the M1 compared to that upon IV administration (137.5 (min×ng/mL) /1 (mg/kg)), the "regeneration", or major part of it, is taking place in the liver.

Metabolite M2 was practically undetectable irrespective of either AVN-101 or M1 was administered.

*Pharmacokinetics of AVN-101 in monkeys*. Rhesus monkeys, two for each IV and PO routes of administration, were used for the pharmacokinetics experiments. The animals had not been used in other studies for at least 2.5 months prior to the pharmacokinetics experiments. Animals were kept in cages and feeding was performed with usual balanced fodders, eggs, vegetables, and fruits. Clinical status of animals and their behavior were normal. Main pharmacokinetic parameters are shown in [Table 14](#jad-53-jad151146-t014){ref-type="table"}.

### Preclinical Efficacy Studies of the AVN-101 {#sec0040}

*Anxiolytic effect*. There are several different test systems developed to assess anxiety status in rodents and to screen compounds for their effects as pro- or anti-anxiety drugs. To characterize AVN-101, we used the following test systems: i) Elevated Plus-Maze, ii) Elevated Platform, and iii) Open FieldPlatform.

*The Elevated Plus-Maze* is one of most broadly used test systems to assess level of anxiety of animals and anxiolytic effects of experimental drugs. Behavior of the male BALB/c mice was recorded with a video-tracking system allowing for subsequent automated analyses of the animal movements using the Any-Maze software package by Stoelting Co., USA.

The AVN-101 or its synthetic metabolites, M1 or M2, were administered IP 5 min before the test and a positive control, Buspirone, was administered 30 min before start of the test. Each test group was comprised of at least 8 animals. The drugs were dissolved into saline and the saline was used as a vehicle in the control group. During the procedure, an animal was removed from its cage and placed onto the junction between open and closed arms of the Elevated Plus-Maze always facing the same open arm. The video-tracking system was turned on immediately after placing the animal and recording duration was set for 5 min. At the end of the test period, number of defecations was also recorded. The data is presented in [Figs. 17](#jad-53-jad151146-g017){ref-type="fig"} and [18](#jad-53-jad151146-g018){ref-type="fig"}.

Buspirone (positive control), AVN-101, and its metabolite, M1, all produced clear anxiolytic effects. Buspirone (5 mg/kg) increased both the time spent on open arm as compared to closed arm ([Fig. 17A](#jad-53-jad151146-g017){ref-type="fig"}) and number of visits to the open bridge ([Fig. 17B](#jad-53-jad151146-g017){ref-type="fig"}). Buspirone substantially decreased number of defecations ([Fig. 17C](#jad-53-jad151146-g017){ref-type="fig"}) but had no effect on total number of arm visits ([Fig. 17D](#jad-53-jad151146-g017){ref-type="fig"}) indicating that at this dose, it did not produce any effect on the mice locomotion. Both the AVN-101 and its metabolite, M1, were as effective as Buspirone. However, M1 at a dose of 5 or 20 mg/kg induced some reduction in mice locomotor activity ([Fig. 17D](#jad-53-jad151146-g017){ref-type="fig"}).

Another AVN-101 metabolite, M2, was also tested in the Elevated Plus Maze test system. M2 produced an anxiolytic effect at all tested doses, 0.05, 0.5, 1.0, and 5.0 mg/kg ([Fig. 18A](#jad-53-jad151146-g018){ref-type="fig"}--[C](#jad-53-jad151146-g018){ref-type="fig"}), comparable to that of Buspirone. However, at the doses of 1 and 5 mg/kg, significant increase in the mice motor activity was observed ([Fig. 18D](#jad-53-jad151146-g018){ref-type="fig"}).

*The Elevated Platform* test system is another approach to study anxiety \[[@ref096]\] and is considered to be suitable for assessment of anxiolytic and/or antidepressant drugs \[[@ref097]\]. In the elevated platform test a mouse was placed onto round ceramic platform (14 cm in diameter, 20 cm above surface) for 5 min and allowed to exploring the environment. Episodes of freezing behavior were recorded by video tracking system with the automated analysis of the animal movements with the Any-maze program. Normally, the most active exploration combined with episodes of freezing behavior is seen during first 1-2 min of test. Saline solutions of Lorazepam (positive control) and AVN-101 were administered intraperitoneally with Lorazepam (0.05 mg/kg) being injected 30 min and AVN-101 (0.2 mg/kg) 5 min prior to the beginning of the test.

Cumulative "freezing time" during the test duration is shown in [Fig. 19](#jad-53-jad151146-g019){ref-type="fig"}.

The data in [Fig. 19](#jad-53-jad151146-g019){ref-type="fig"} confirm the anxiolytic effect of AVN-101 observed in the Elevated Plus-Maze test. Both Lorazepam and AVN-101 significantly reduced duration of the freezing behavior. However, in the Elevated Platform test, the anxiolytic effect with both drugs was observed only during the initial 2 min of the total of 5 min of exploration.

*Open Field Platform:* Anxiolytic effect of AVN-101 has also been confirmed with BALB/c mice tested in the Open Field Test system \[[@ref098]\]. We used round platform made of clear plastic (62 cm in diameter and 31 cm high wall) and brightly illuminated from above the platform. In the experiment, a mouse was placed onto the center of the platform and allowed to explore the environment for 10 min. The animal movements were recorded by a video-system and analyzed by Any-maze software. The overall animal activity and its activity in a central zone (31 cm in diameter) were analyzed separately. The drugs, Lorazepam (positive control) and AVN-101, were dissolved in saline and administered intraperitoneally. Lorazepam (0.05 mg/kg) was administered 30 min before the test, and AVN-101 (0.2 mg/kg) was administered 5 min before the test. Control animals were injected with vehicle (saline). Each group included at least 8 animals.

Normally, mice avoid visiting the central zone for a long time as a consequence of the environment-induced anxiety. Anxiolytic drugs would increase the time the animals spent in the central zone. The effect of the Lorazepam (positive control) and AVN-101 on the duration of the time spent by mice in the centralzone of the open field platform during a 10 min exploration is documented in [Fig. 20](#jad-53-jad151146-g020){ref-type="fig"}. In this test, both the positive control, Lorazepam, and experimental drug candidate, AVN-101, show significant anxiolytic effect by increasing a time spent in the central area of the open-field platform.

*Geller-Seifter Conflict Test:* Anxiolytic effect of AVN-101 has also been tested with male Long Evans rats as an object, using Geller-Seifter conflict paradigm test system \[[@ref100]\]. The rats were trained for a few weeks to be reworded with a food when pressing a lever when a white light was on --unpunished rewards session. In a conflict reward session, when a red light was on, the rats were getting electric shock of increasing power while pressing the lever to get the food reward. The animals were food-deprived for 24 h before the test. Each group consisted of at least 5 animals. The test consisted of two sessions of 30 min each, unpunished rewards and conflict rewards, during which a number of lever presses was registered ([Fig. 21](#jad-53-jad151146-g021){ref-type="fig"}).

AVN-101 was administered IV through a tail vein 5 min before the start of the test. In a control (vehicle) group of the animals, the rat activity to press the lever was substantially decreased during the conflict session as compared to the unpunished rewards session. Relative changes in the rat unpunished and conflict responses sessions induced by different concentrations of AVN-101, compared to the control (vehicle) group, are presented in [Fig. 21](#jad-53-jad151146-g021){ref-type="fig"}. There was no effect observed of the AVN-101 at the tested concentrations on the activity of the rats during the unpunished rewards session. Contrary, during the punished conflict rewards session, activity of the rats received the drug was significantly increased compared to the vehicle group. In accordance with this model \[[@ref100]\], such behavior is representation of anxiolytic effect of the AVN-101 in the rats.

*Antidepressant Activity:* Potential antidepressant activity of the AVN-101 was tested on Balb/C mice in both the Porsolt Forced Swim and the Tail Suspension tests \[[@ref101]\].

In the Porsolt forced swim test, a reservoir (height 300 mm, diameter 480 mm) was filled with water at ∼25°C to 70% of its capacity. An animal was placed in the center of the reservoir for 15 min. Data of last 5 min of the swimming activity was used for theanalysis.

In the tail suspension test, the animal was suspended for 3 min in the air with its tail fixed to the support holder 400 mm above the table surface.

In both tests, the animals were considered immobile if there was no any motion for at least 1.5 s. Monitoring of the animal movements was performed with a video tracking system operated under control of Any-maze program.

Positive controls, Fluoxetine (15 mg/kg) and Desipramine (15 mg/kg), and AVN-101 (0.05 mg/kg) were dissolved in saline and administered intraperitoneally once daily for 4 days. The last injection of positive control drugs was made 30 min before the test start, while AVN-101 was last administered 5 min before the test. The control animals were injected with the vehicle (saline). Each experimental group included at least 8 animals.

The antidepressant activity of AVN-101 seen as a decrease in the immobility time in both the Porsolt forced swim ([Fig. 22A](#jad-53-jad151146-g022){ref-type="fig"}) and tail suspension ([Fig. 22B](#jad-53-jad151146-g022){ref-type="fig"}) tests was comparable to that observed with either Fluoxetine or Desipramine.

*Memory/cognition enhancing effect*. Test of the AVN-101 on its ability to improve cognition, learning, and memory was performed with a Passive Avoidance paradigm \[[@ref102]\], Morris Water Maze \[[@ref103]\], Novel Object Recognition Test \[[@ref104]\], and Mouse Contextual Fear Conditioning Test \[[@ref105]\].

*Passive avoidance test:* Both the male BALB/c mice and Sprague Dawley rats were used with amnesiac models based on either scopolamine-induced \[[@ref106]\] or MK-801-induced \[[@ref107]\] memory impairment and its reversal with the AVN-101.

The tests were performed using Ugo Basile passive avoidance step-through apparatus consisting of a cage (48×21×23 cm) with two, white and dark, chambers separated by an automatically operated vertical door. The bars of the dark compartment floor were wired to the constant-current shock generator delivering 10 ms pulses of 0.6 mA amplitude for mice and 1.2 mA for rats with a frequency of 5 Hz for 3 s. During experiment, the white chamber was brightly illuminated.

Test was performed in two stages. During the first learning stage, an animal was placed into the white illuminated compartment and latency time of entry into the dark chamber was registered. Then, while the animal was still in the black chamber, the door was closed and the animal was given an electric shock. Twenty-four hours later, the animal was placed again in the white illuminated chamber and latency time to enter the black chamber, overall duration of staying in the white compartment, and the number of entries into the dark compartment was monitored for 5 min of the test time with no punishing shock in the dark chamber.

Scopolamine, MK-801, and drugs of comparison were diluted in saline and administered to the animals 30 min before the training. The AVN-101 was given 5 min before the training. Control animals were injected with saline as a vehicle. All the drugs were administered intraperitoneally. Each group included at least 8 animals.

### Effect of AVN-101 in scopolamine-induced amnesia model {#sec0045}

*Mice*. Three parameters, namely, Latency to enter into black chamber ([Fig. 23A](#jad-53-jad151146-g023){ref-type="fig"}), Time spent in the brightly lit chamber ([Fig. 23B](#jad-53-jad151146-g023){ref-type="fig"}), and Number of entries into the black chamber ([Fig. 23C](#jad-53-jad151146-g023){ref-type="fig"}) were measured. Naïve mice had both the low latent time to enter into the dark chamber and a short time spent in the brightly lit chamber while number of entries into the dark chamber was high. After the learning phase, when the electric shock has been provided in the dark chamber, the latent time to enter the dark chamber and time spent in the light chamber significantly increased and the number of entries into the dark chamber decreased (placebo 1). Pre-treatment of the mice with scopolamine (0.3 mg/kg), non-selective muscarinic acetylcholine receptor antagonist, substantially reduced effect of the learning by inducing so-called anterograde amnesia ([Fig. 23](#jad-53-jad151146-g023){ref-type="fig"}, placebo 2). The preventative effect on all three scopolamine-induced amnesic parameters was observed at the AVN-101 doses as low as 0.02 mg/kg, substantially increasing at the dose of 0.05 mg/kg and 0.2 mg/kg ([Fig. 23](#jad-53-jad151146-g023){ref-type="fig"}), and then slightly decreasing at higher doses up to 5 mg/kg with a bell shape-like dose behavior. Even at the highest dose of 5 mg/kg, the receding part of the preventative dose curve, AVN-101 was equal to or more effective than either memantine or tacrine in reversing the scopolamine-induced amnesia, especially when considering number of entries into the dark chamber ([Fig. 23C](#jad-53-jad151146-g023){ref-type="fig"}).

Interestingly, the highly potent and highly selective 5-HT~6~ receptor antagonist, SB-742457, \[[@ref072]\] in our hands produced a very mild preventative effect in this model at highest dose tested, 1 mg/kg. The authors demonstrated an effectiveness of the acute SB-742457 pre-dosing in a scopolamine-induced amnesia passive avoidance model in a dose range of 0.5--4.5 mg/kg. The much higher efficiency and potency of the AVN-101 in this model indicates a likelihood that it is 5-HT~7~ receptor blocking ability of the AVN-101 that is responsible for its anti-amnesic effect at such low doses.

*Rats*. The AVN-101 was also effective in the scopolamine-induced amnesia in rats, as can be seen in [Fig. 24](#jad-53-jad151146-g024){ref-type="fig"}. The AVN-101 at a dose of 0.05 mg/kg, was able to significantly reverse pro-amnesic action of Scopolamine.

### Effect of AVN-101 in MK-801-induced amnesia model {#sec0050}

Similar to scopolamine, treatment of the Balb/c mice with MK-801, NMDA glutamate receptor antagonist, also produced anterograde amnesia ([Fig. 25](#jad-53-jad151146-g025){ref-type="fig"}). Judging by the three measured parameters, latency to enter the dark compartment, time spent in the white compartment, and number of entries into the dark compartment, the AVN-101 dose-dependently prevented the MK-801-induced amnesic effect. It should be noted, that the MK-801-induced memory impairment model was less sensitive to AVN-101 than the scopolamine model, the anti-amnesic dose of AVN-101 being approximately 10-fold as high in the MK-801 model (0.5 mg/kg) as in the scopolamine model (0.05 mg/kg) of the amnesia. Memantine was not active in this model and the effect of the AVN-101was similar to that of SB-742457. It is reasonable to assume, that similar to the SB-742457, in the MK-801-induced amnesia model, it is 5-HT~6~ receptor blocking ability of the AVN-101, which is responsible for its efficacy.

*Morris water maze test*. The AVN-101 was tested in amnesiac model of scopolamine-induced memory impairment and its reversal \[[@ref106]\] using Morris Water Maze with BALB/c mice.

An 85 cm in diameter and 55 cm high pool filled with water (20--22°C) to the depths of 30 cm was used in the experiments. A round ceramic escape platform, 14 cm in diameter, was located in one of four quadrants 0.5 cm below the water surface (hidden). A video tracking system for automated analysis of the animal movements was operated by Any-maze program (Stoelting Co., USA). The environment included asymmetric external cues that were kept constant throughout the experiment.

The mice with learning capabilities were pre-selected using the following selection process. An animal was placed on the platform located 1 cm above the water surface for 20 s. Then the mouse was removed from the platform and placed in the water at the opposite side in the pool and allowed to find the platform within 60 s. If the mouse failed to find the escape platform within two consecutive trials, it was excluded from the further experiments.

The training session comprised of two consecutive days of training, with four trials per day. The platform was placed 0.5 cm below the water surface and its location was kept constant during the training. The time intervals between consecutive trials were kept at 20 s, during which time, the mice were allowed to stay on the platform. Before the first trial, the animal was placed onto the platform for 20 s after which time it was immersed into the water. The place where the animal was immersed into water was alternated between the trials at two different points located in each half-side of the pool opposite to the platform. After that, the animal was allowed to stay on the submersed platform for an additional 20 s and the procedure was repeated. The latency time to reach the platform was registered during each of the four trials.

On the third day, the test session, the platform was removed and the mice were allowed to swim for 60 s to determine their search bias. The data from the video-tracking system was analyzed to determine the time spent in the quadrant of the pool that previously contained the platform. This parameter served as a measure of training efficacy.

The drugs under the study were given on each day of training session in accordance with following schedule. Scopolamine (1.5 mg/kg) was administered 30 min before start of training. The drugs of comparison, tacrine (3 mg/kg) and donepezil (3 mg/kg), were administered 60 min before training, i.e., 30 min before scopolamine. AVN-101 was administered 5 min before the start of the training session. In other words, the drugs of comparison were tested in scopolamine prevention mode (prophylactic mode) whereas AVN-101 was tested in a scopolamine reversal mode (therapeutic mode).

All the drugs were dissolved in saline and administered intraperitoneally. The control animals were injected with the saline vehicle. Each group contained at least 8 animals.

The data of Morris water maze test ([Fig. 26](#jad-53-jad151146-g026){ref-type="fig"}) shows that mice without scopolamine treatment, Placebo 1 group, were able to learn and memorize spatial position of the "safety platform", which translated into longer time spent in the quadrant that contained the hidden platform during the training sessions. Treatment with scopolamine (Placebo 2 group) led to amnesia, as manifested by reduced time spent in the "platform quadrant". AVN-101 at a dose of 0.2 mg/kg given 25 min after the scopolamine, effectively reversed the scopolamine-induced amnesia manifested by increased time spent in the "platform". Tacrine (3 mg/kg), the positive control drug, showed significant prevention of the scopolamine-induced amnesia in this model. On the other hand, donepezil (1 mg/kg) was not as effective.

*Novel object recognition (NOR) test*. Effectiveness of the AVN-101 was tested on both mice (BALB/c) and rats (Wistar) in the NOR tests \[[@ref108]\] with scopolamine-induced \[[@ref109]\] and MK-801-induced \[[@ref110]\] model of memory impairment and its reversal with the drugs.

An apparatus for the NOR was a modification of Y maze \[[@ref111]\] that is suited for both the object recognition and temporal memory testing. We used Cross-Maze, which consisted of 4 closed chambers made of black Plexiglas with clear top covers instead of Y-shaped maze. The chambers, 14×14×14 cm, were connected to a central compartment through 7×7 cm holes. An animal was placed into the central compartment of the maze and allowed for free exploration of all the chambers. Time and sequence of visits into each arm were recorded by an observer until total of 12 visits had been made. The criterion for a visit was entry into a compartment with all four paws inside a given chamber.

During a training session, the animals were allowed exploring the cross-maze arms with four identical plastic cups (3 cm in diameter × 7 cm height) in each. During a test session performed 1 h after the training session, the cups in two opposite arms were replaced by glass conical flasks (4 cm bottom diameter and 7 cm height) and the animals were allowed to explore the environment again. The relative time spent by animals in arms with the novel objects, conical flasks, compared to total time of experiment (12 visits) was used as the novel object recognition index.

Either scopolamine or MK-801 was administered 30 min before start of training session. Drugs of comparison were also administered 30 min before training, and AVN-101 was administered 5 min before training. All the drugs were dissolved in saline and administered intraperitoneally. The vehicle, saline, was administered to control animals. Each group included at least 8 animals. The data is presented in [Fig. 27](#jad-53-jad151146-g027){ref-type="fig"}.

In this test, control mice (Placebo 1) were able to distinguish the novel objects as evidenced by approximately 70% time spent in the arms with the novel objects. The 1.0 mg/kg scopolamine as well as 0.2 mg/kg MK-801 (Placebo 2) reduced the animal ability to recognize the novel objects (the time spent in the arms with novel objects was approximately same as that with the old objects, recognition index close to 50%). The AVN-101 was able to partially reverse the impairment effects of both the scopolamine and MK-801. Among the comparative drugs, memantine (10 mg/kg) or SB-742457 (0.2 or 1.0 mg/kg) were not statistically effective in preventing the drug-induced deficit in novel object recognition.

*Antipsychotic activity*. The antipsychotic efficacy of the AVN-101 was tested in a Pre-Pulse Inhibition (PPI) model. PPI is the normal diminution of a startle response that occurs when the startling stimulus is preceded by a weak lead stimulus ("pre-pulse"). Schizophrenic patients exhibit abnormally low levels of PPI; therefore, animal models of deficient PPI may provide information regarding neural dysfunctions underlying schizophrenia \[[@ref112]\]. In the PPI model, systemic administration of the direct dopamine agonist, apomorphine, reliably disrupts PPI, and such disruption is antagonized by antipsychotic drugs \[[@ref113]\]. Apomorphine-induced PPI disruption has therefore been commonly employed as a screening test for potential antipsychotic compounds\[[@ref114]\].

The apparatus consisted of acoustic startle chamber (Columbus Instruments, USA) made of clear Plexiglas plastic attached to a platform, which was in turn resting on a solid base inside a sound-attenuated isolation cubicle. A high-frequency loudspeaker located at a distance of 2 cm from startle chamber produced various acoustic stimuli. Vibrations of the Plexiglas enclosure caused by the whole-body startle response of the animal were converted into digitized analog signals by a piezoelectric unit attached to the platform. Background noise level was 65 dB. There were four repetitions of the startle stimulus in pulse-alone and pre-pulse-plus-pulse trials. First presentation of each type of acoustic stimuli was used as habituation period and the corresponding data were not included into analysis. The maximal response amplitude during 200 ms after a pulse was used to determine the stimulus reactivity. Both pre-pulse and pulse stimuli were 20 ms in duration separated by 50 ms interval. The pre-pulse stimulus intensity was 85 dB, while the pulse stimulus amplitude was 105 dB.

An interval between presentations of different types of acoustic stimuli was 10 s. Startle pre-pulse inhibition was calculated as percentage of decrease in mean startle amplitude in response to pre-pulse plus pulse stimuli to mean startle amplitude in response to pulse stimulus alone.

All experiments were conducted on male SHK mice during the light phase of the dark-light cycle. Apomorphine HCl was dissolved in 0.1% ascorbic acid in sterilized water. Haloperidol was dissolved in Tween 80. AVN-101 was dissolved in sterilized water. The appropriate vehicle solution included 0.1% ascorbic acid and Tween 80. Haloperidol was administered 60 min prior to testing. Apomorphine was administered 15 min before testing. AVN-101 was administered 5 min before testing. The volume of injection was 10 ml/kg. All drugs were administered via IP. Apomorphine (20 mg/kg) administration served as a model of disrupted PPI and the effectiveness of the AVN-101 and test compounds were assessed for their ability to normalize the apomorphine-induced abnormality([Fig. 28](#jad-53-jad151146-g028){ref-type="fig"}).

In the group of non-treated mice (Placebo 1), PPI was around 40%. Pro-psychotic agent, apomorphine (Placebo 2), reduced PPI to approximately 20% thus confirming its ability to impair filtration of sensory signals in SHK mice. Haloperidol (1 mg/kg) was able to prevent such effect of the Apomorphine. The AVN-101 was effective in reversing of the apomorphine-induced disruption of PPI with bell-shaped dose dependence. The optimal dose of the AVN-101 in restoration of PPI was 0.1--0.5 mg/kg.

### Safety Pharmacology of AVN-101 {#sec0055}

*Assessment of the median lethal dose after single administration of AVN-101*. Median lethal dose of AVN-101 was measured to establish a safety window for its therapeutic use. The toxicity after acute administration of AVN-101 was determined in experiments with male CD1 mice and the LD~50~ values were calculated in accordance with \[[@ref115]\]. The AVN-101 was dissolved in a saline and administered intraperitoneally (80--200 mg/kg) or orally (200--700 mg/kg). Each dose was applied to an independent group of mice (*n* = 6). The animals were observed for 2 weeks after single administration of the test compound and incidents of death were tabulated. The LD~50~ value and standard error of LD~50~ were calculated by probit-analysis using Biostat 2006 software and were determined to be 105 ± 5 mg/kg for IP administration and 331 ± 101 mg/kg for PO administration route.

*Assessment of maximum tolerated dose after multiple administrations of AVN-101*. Newell et al. showed that preclinical toxicology studies in rodents are predictive to identify a safety clinical starting dose and potential human toxicity \[[@ref116]\].

Male CD1 mice were used to determine the maximum tolerated dose (MTD), for the PO administration of the AVN-101. The test compound was dissolved in sterile water and administered orally at sub-toxic doses of 10, 30, and 60 mg/kg. Each dose was administered orally once daily for 5 days to independent groups of mice (*n* = 8 per group). The body weights and number of dead mice were registered daily during 5-day treatment period and the monitoring was continued for subsequent 2 weeks of an observation phase. The highest dose that produced neither mortality nor body weight loss was considered as MTD.

AVN-101 caused 50% mortality and produced statistically significant weight loss starting from the 4th day of injection at a dose of 60 mg/kg. At a dose of 30 mg/kg, AVN-101 caused 12.5% mortality (1 animal out of eight in the group). Our results suggest that the MTD of AVN-101 is somewhere between 10 mg/kg and 30 mg/kg.

*Estimation of a chronic toxicity of AVN-101*.

*Chronic toxicity in rodents:* In these studies, we used male adult SHK mice (14 days toxicity), Wistar rats (30 days and 180 days toxicity), and laboratory rabbits (30 days toxicity). AVN-101 was administered orally every day during the specified time frame.

In the 14 days toxicity study, the mice were randomly selected into two dose groups: the vehicle and 5 mg/kg. No signs of toxicity were observed.

In the 30 days toxicity study, Wistar rats and healthy laboratory rabbits were used.

Rats were randomly selected into four dose groups: vehicle, 0.5 mg/kg, 5 mg/kg, and 25 mg/kg; with 10 male and 10 female animals per group. No signs of toxicity were observed at any of the tested doses.

Rabbits were randomly selected into two dose groups: vehicle and 4 mg/kg (3 males and 3 females per group). No changes in the body weight, parameters of plasma biochemistry markers, macro- and microscopic observations were observed. However, one of 3 males in AVN-101 group had developed small infarctions in cortical substance of the kidneys and one of 3 females in the same group had developed ovary hypo function.

The 180 days toxicity study of AVN-101 at the doses of 0.25 mg/kg, 0.5 mg/kg, and 5 mg/kg in 8-week-old rats suggests severe hepatotoxic and moderate cardiotoxic effects of the AVN-101 administered in the dose of 5 mg/kg. The toxic effects were substantially less noticeable when lower doses, 0.25 and 0.5 mg/kg, were used. The morphology studies have been performed within an hour after decapitation. Samples of thymus, lungs, heart, liver, kidneys, spleen, testicles, brain, and cerebellum were collected for histological analysis. Clinical observation revealed no signs of toxicity: no hair loss, glossy and shiny hair; skin is elastic, sub-epidermal cellular tissue moderately expressed. All internal organs were located regularly.

*Chronic toxicity in monkeys:* In these studies, we used 5-year-old rhesus macaques (*Macaca Mulatta*, 3 males and 3 females). Food and water consumption were checked regularly during the 30 days study. AVN-101 was administered at the dose of 5 mg/kg orally every day during the 30 days time frame. Blood samples for hematological and biochemical analysis were taken just before first gavage of the AVN-101 and on the 31st day of the experiment. Samples taken before the experiment were used as reference point. Body weight measurements were performed daily.

AVN-101 did not show any signs of toxicity during the 30 days study in all 6 animals.

*Cardiotoxicity*.

*Interaction AVN-101 and M1 with cardiac ion channels:* Drugs belonging to diverse classes have been shown to be cause heart QT prolongation leading, in some cases, to serious ventricular arrhythmias and even death. The most common mechanism for these adverse events is an inhibition of one or more cardiac potassium channels, in particular hERG channel. Potassium currents controlled by this channel are important for re-polarization of cardiac myocytes and unintended blockage of these channels by some drugs causes prolonged myocardial QT interval with potentially lethal consequences.

AVN-101 and M1 were tested for their ability to block hERG channel using HEK cells stably expressing the hERG potassium channel and measuring potassium currents in the single cell patch clamp experiments. It was shown that both AVN-101 and M1 can block the hERG channel with IC~50~ of 0.58μM and 1.63μM, respectively. However, upon the IP route of administration in mice, the blood concentration of c.a. 0.65μM can be achieved at a dose of 5 mg/kg, which is substantially higher than the therapeutic dose of AVN-101.

We have also tested ability of the AVN-101 to block a few other cardiac channels ([Table 15](#jad-53-jad151146-t015){ref-type="table"}).

*Q-T interval prolongation assessment AVN-101:* Due to the fact that the AVN-101 has an ability to interact with the hERG channel in *in vitro* patch-clump experiments, albeit at concentrations substantially higher than those provided by therapeutic doses, it was necessary to directly asses its effect on the heart ECG in *in vivo* experiments. The testing has been performed with guinea pigs and rhesus macaque (*Macaca mulatta*).

*Guinea pigs*. AVN-101 has been administered intraperitoneally at a dose of 10 mg/kg. The positive control drug, amiodaron \[[@ref117]\], was administered through the same route and at the same dose. Q-T interval prolongation ([Fig. 29](#jad-53-jad151146-g029){ref-type="fig"}) is expressed as a percentage increase over the normal (vehicle) QT interval. As one can see, AVN-101 even a dose of 10 mg/kg does not induce higher than 10% increase in the QT interval, while the amiodaron caused expected QT prolongation compared to the vehicle. Taking into consideration that the therapeutic dose of AVN-101 in rodents is close to 0.05 mg/kg, we concluded that most likely AVN-101 will not present a danger of cardiac toxicity, at least in rodents.

*Monkeys (Macaca mulatta)*. AVN-101 and the positive control, amiodaron, were administered intravenously at the doses of 1 mg/kg (3 animals) and 15 mg/kg (2 animals), respectively.

The ECG signals and pulse were recorded 15 min before (background) and at several time points after the injection ([Fig. 30](#jad-53-jad151146-g030){ref-type="fig"}). AVN-101 at the dose of 1 mg/kg affected neither the QT interval (0.22 ± 0.04 s) nor heart rate (ca. 175 beats/min, not shown). IV administration of amidaron caused a 34% prolongation of the QT interval by 60 min, which then returned to normal by 6-h post injection. Amidaron caused no effect on the heart rate.

*Dogs (beagles)*. We have performed more detailed of AVN-101 safety studies in dogs with monitoring femoral and aortic arterial blood pressure, heart rate, left ventricular pressure, 6-lead ECG, femoral and coronary blood flow. Four male dogs were anaesthetized (propofol/alfentanil) and surgically prepared for the measurements. Dogs received sequentially a vehicle and then 4 ascending doses of the AVN-101 (0. 05, 0.5, 2.0, and 10 mg/kg) through IV infusions. The infusions were continuing for 15 min (the infusion volumes were 2.0 ml/kg for doses 0.05--2.0 mg/kg and 5.0 ml/kg for the dose of 10 mg/kg). After each infusion session, the dogs were monitored for 30 min, after which time the infusion of the next dose was started. Monitoring of the PD parameters after the last dose was performed for at least 60 min. After each monitoring cycle, the small portion of the blood was taken for subsequent analysis of the AVN-101 blood content.

The peak effects of the AVN-101 infused on the cardiovascular parameters usually occurred during the first several min of the observations for all dose levels of AVN-101 ([Table 16](#jad-53-jad151146-t016){ref-type="table"}), unless otherwise stated in the text.

At the 0.05 mg/kg (blood plasma concentration = 0.14μM), the AVN-101 caused no significant changes in all monitored parameters: femoral, left ventricular (LV), and aortic blood pressure, femoral blood flow, heart rate (HR), and ECG recordings.

At the 0.5 mg/kg (blood plasma concentration = 0.99μM), the AVN-101 caused a 28 bpm (39%, not significant) increase in HR with corresponding reduction in femoral systolic blood pressure (SBP) of 17 mm Hg (13%, *p* \< 0.05) with no change in femoral blood flow. At this dose, the AVN-101 caused no significant effects on either aortic blood pressure or LV or ECG parameters.

At the 2.0 mg/kg (blood plasma concentration = 3.28μM), the AVN-101 increased HR by 39 bpm (56%, *p* \< 0.05), shortening of QT and QTcV (both at 30 min) of 40 and 24 ms, respectively (15% and 8%, *p* \< 0.01), and reductions in femoral SBP and mean blood pressure (MABP) of 21 and 13 mm Hg, respectively (16 and 14%, *p* \< 0.05). Aortic SBP was also significantly (*p* \< 0.05) decreased by 8 mmHg (8%). No significant effects of the AVN-101 on LV parameters were observed.

At the 10.0 mg/kg (blood plasma concentration = 11.1μM), the AVN-101 caused an increase in HR (at 30 min) by 118 bpm (164%, *p* \< 0.001) and significant reductions in QT and QTcV of 80 and 35 ms (30 and 13%, *p* \< 0.001), respectively. Femoral SBP, DBP, and MABP were reduced by 15 mm Hg (11%, NS), 12 mm Hg (17%, *p* \< 0.05), and 13 mm Hg (16%, *p* \< 0.05), respectively. Aortic DBP also fell by 9 mm Hg (13%, *p* \< 0.05). LVSBP (at 45 min) increased by 16 mm Hg (16%, *p* \< 0.01) and LVDBP was decreased by 2 mmHg (40%, *p* \< 0.05). Femoral flow increased by 35 ml/min (27%, *p* \< 0.05) accompanied by a decrease in femoral resistance of 0.3 mm Hg/ml (38%, *p* \< 0.05).

Mean peak plasma concentrations in the blood samples obtained at the end of the infusions of the AVN-101 (0.14 ± 0.02, 0.99 ± 0.04, 3.28 ± 0.30, and 11.1 ± 2.15μM) were linearly correlated with the infused dose.

In summary, infusion of the dogs with the AVN-101 at different doses caused dose-dependent changes in multiple cardio-vascular parameters. Unexpectedly, the AVN-101 caused dose-dependent QT shortening instead of its prolongation, which was not entirely due to the increase in a heart rate, as QTcV also decreased with increasing dose.

Overall, the data obtained clearly shows that the AVN-101 causes no QT prolongation in any of the studied species, guinea pigs, beagles, and Rhesus *Macaca mulatta,* even when the compound was given intravenously at a dose as high as 10 mg/kg. In dogs, we have observed the shortening of the QT at high doses, increase in heart rate, and a systemic vasodilation.

### Mutagenicity {#sec0060}

Mutagenicity of the AVN-101 was assessed in both the Ames test \[[@ref118]\] in MPFtrademark format \[[@ref119]\] and chromosomal aberration bone marrow cells test \[[@ref120]\] with C57BL/6 mice.

*Ames test*. The test was performed in accordance with the Xenometrix manual, Ames MPFtrademark 98/100/1535/1537 Mutagenicity Assay, using three histidine-dependent Salmonella typhimurium strains: TA98, TA1535, and TA1537 \[[@ref121]\]. As positive controls, 15μg/mL 4-nitro-o-phenylenediamine (4-NOPD) was used for strain TA98, 2μg/mL sodium azide for strain TA1535, and 50μg/mL 9-aminoacridine (9-AA) for TA1537 ([Fig. 31](#jad-53-jad151146-g031){ref-type="fig"}).

Data presented in [Fig. 31](#jad-53-jad151146-g031){ref-type="fig"} shows that while positive control compounds produce significant mutagenicity in corresponding strains of Salmonella, AVN-101 produced no mutagenesis in either strain even at the highest concentration, 50μM, tested.

*Chromosomal aberrations*. Potential pro-mutage-nesis effect of the AVN-101 was tested on 8--12-week-old male and female mice, CD-1. The animals were housed in standard cages. 10 animals per cage were housed before experiments and 5 animals per cage, for each experimental group, were housed when the experiments have started. The housing was maintained on 12 h light/dark regimen with free access to both the food and drink. The test compound, AVN-101, and a positive control compound, cyclophosphamide, were given orally. In the single dose experiments, the animals were decapitated 24 h after the drug administration. In the 5 days dosing experiments, the animals were decapitated 6 h after the last drug administration. In both cases, 2.5 h before the decapitation, the animals were orally administered with 4 mg/kg colhicine to arrest cells in metaphase-blocked mitoses state \[[@ref123]\]. Immediately after decapitation, femur bone marrow cells were isolated into warm (37°C) hypotonic potassium chloride (0.55%) solution. After an additional incubation at 37°C for 15 min, the cell suspension was spanned down for 5 min at 1,000 rev/min. The cell precipitate was re-suspended into ice-called fixative comprised of 3 : 1 ethanol/glacial acetic acid, incubated for 20 min at 4°C and spanned down. After several cycles of fixation and precipitation, the cells were applied onto microscope slides and dyed with azure-eosin for cytogenetic analysis of the chromosome aberrations ([Table 17](#jad-53-jad151146-t017){ref-type="table"}). Analysis of the chromosome aberrations was performed using 100 cells from each animal preparation (total of 500 cells per group) and number of the aberrant cells was expressed as percentage of cells with altered metaphases.

In the placebo group, there were 1.8 ± 0.6% cells with chromosomal aberrations. In the animals treated with positive control (cyclophosphamide, 20 mg/kg), there were 20.8 ± 1.8% chromosomal aberrations. Single PO treatment of male mice with AVN-101 at doses of 1 mg/kg and 20 revealed no increase in the chromosomal aberrations, 1.2 ± 0.5 and 1.6 ± 0.6% chromosomal aberrations respectively, relative to the placebo group. Semi-chronic administration of AVN-101 (5 days once a day) in the dose of 1 mg/kg did not affect the amount of chromosomal aberrations either in male (1.4 ± 0.5%) or female (0.8 ± 0.4%) mice.

*Conclusion:* AVN-101 does not pose mutagenicity as evident from both the Ames MPFtrademark (Fig, 31) and chromosomal aberration ([Table 17](#jad-53-jad151146-t017){ref-type="table"}) tests.

### Reproductive toxicology of AVN-101 in rats {#sec0065}

AVN-101 was tested for its possible reproductive toxicity \[[@ref124]\] by assessing embryo toxicity, influence on the development of posterity and the reproductive (generative) function. The testing was performed on outbreed male and female rats, 220--250 g weight. AVN-101 in 0.9% physiological solution was administered intragastrically at the doses of 1.0 mg/kg or 25.0 mg/kg.

When the AVN-101 was administered daily for 48 days to male rats, no reproductive function alteration was observed at both doses, 1.0 mg/kg and 25.0 mg/kg. The drug neither influenced a capability of animals for pairing and fertilization, nor did it change the level of spontaneous embryonic mortality. When the AVN-101 was administered to female rats daily for 15 days prior to pairing, reduction in the body mass increase of the pregnant rats and their posterity was observed, with no affect on the generative function. Mechanism of such an effect of the AVN-101 on the female rats is not clear yet and requires additional studies.

The study also showed that the AVN-101 administered to either male or female animals at the doses up to 25.0 mg/kg, caused neither embryotoxic nor teratogenic effect and did not produce any significant influence on the postnatal development of the rat posterity.

### Phase I clinical trial {#sec0070}

The Phase I clinical trial of the AVN-101 was carried out at the clinic of the Mental Health Research Center of Russian Academy of Medical Sciences. Study protocol was developed to comply with GCP guidelines of the International Conference on Harmonization and in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, and approved by the Review Board of the Ministry of Health and Social Development of Russian Federation on 04/24/2009.

*Tolerability to AVN-101*. Tolerability to the AVN-101 was tested on physically and mentally healthy volunteers, recruited for this Phase I study with their signed consent. All volunteers were white Caucasian 20--50-year-old males with body mass index of 20--25. Each dose group (2, 4, 10, and 20 mg, single dose) consisted of 8 volunteers. The study was performed in succession starting with the lowest dose group, 2 mg, followed by next group after evaluating previous group for signs of adverse effects. The PO route was selected for the drug administration. The drug was taken in the morning after night fasting as gel capsules containing indicated quantity of the active ingredient. Venous blood samples were taken through an IV catheter just before and at different time points after the drug administration. Urine samples have also been collected before and after (4 h and 24 h) the drug administration.

In the group with dose 10 mg, one person developed a slightly elevated temperature (37.3°C) 30 h after the drug administration. The systolic and diastolic pressure as well as heart rate was normal for all the volunteers. In the dose 20 mg group, one person also developed a slightly elevated temperature (37.1°C) 30 h after drug administration and another person displayed transient increase in systolic pressure from 141/88 before drug administration to 157/87 (2 h--4 h) and 155/77 (6 h--7.5 h) after the drug administration, respectively.

Biochemical analysis on blood samples consisted of the following: total bilirubin, creatinine, AST, ALT, urea, albumin, alkaline phosphatase, glucose. Clinical cellular analysis of blood samples consisted of determination of hemoglobin, erythrocytes, leucocytes, platelets, eosinophils, basophils, lymphocytes, and monocytes. Urine analysis comprised of measurements of urine specific gravity, pH, protein, glucose, ketone bodies, bile acids, epithelial cells, leucocytes, and erythrocytes.

All biochemical and clinical parameters of blood and urine samples of volunteers in all dose groups were in a normal range.

AVN-101 does not significantly influence plasma and urine biochemical parameters. No QT interval prolongation was observed in ECG of individuals from each dose group. No substantial deviation in the functional state of the volunteers was observed upon objective and subjective observations during and 6 days after the drug administration. At the AVN-101 dose of 20 mg, some adverse effects were detected in five volunteers during the first half of the day, sleepiness (3 volunteers), excitation (one volunteer), and paresthesia (one volunteer).

*Pharmacokinetics of AVN-101 and its metabolites, M1 and M2*. Blood samples were collected from the subjects following single PO dose of AVN 101 and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Analysis was performed by MicroConstants, Inc., San Diego, CA.

Kinetics of the AVN-101 and its metabolites after single PO administration in human is presented in [Fig. 32](#jad-53-jad151146-g032){ref-type="fig"}. Both the original compound, AVN-101, and its metabolite, M1, reach maximum concentration in the blood of patients at around 1 h after PO drug administration, with the M1 concentration and, hence, its exposure being much higher than those of the original compound. Concentration of M2 was near or at the low detection limit at all AVN-101 doses.

Summary of major PK parameters for AVN-101, M1, and M2 is presented in [Table 18](#jad-53-jad151146-t018){ref-type="table"}. Increase in the AVN-101 dose leads to almost linear increase in both the maximal concentration (C~max~) and level of exposure (AUC) of the original compound, AVN-101, as well as of its metabolite, M1 ([Fig. 33](#jad-53-jad151146-g033){ref-type="fig"}).

The fact that M1 appears in the blood stream simultaneously (T~max~ ∼1 h) with and at a significantly higher concentration (C~max~) than the AVN-101, is in agreement with both the PK in dogs ([Table 13](#jad-53-jad151146-t013){ref-type="table"}) and fast metabolism of AVN-101 in microsome suspensions ([Fig. 7](#jad-53-jad151146-g007){ref-type="fig"}). However, when AVN-101 entered the systemic circulation, its half-life was rather long (8--14 h; T~1/2~ in [Table 18](#jad-53-jad151146-t018){ref-type="table"}). At the same time, elimination of M1 was somewhat faster, the T~1/2~ was between 2.5 h and 3.8 h ([Table 18](#jad-53-jad151146-t018){ref-type="table"}). Noteworthy, the blood concentration of AVN-101 in human subjects is rather low and could result from fast redistribution into brain analogously to what we have observed with the rat blood/brain distribution.

Conclusions {#sec0075}
-----------

A novel orally bio available drug candidate, AVN-101, with facilitated and predominant distribution into brain is a multi-target drug candidate that has an advantageous target fingerprint of activities with prevalent affinity to serotonin receptors, mainly 5-HT7, 5-HT6, 5-HT2A, and 5-HT2C, as well as to adrenergic *α*2B, *α*2A, and *α*2C and histamine H1 and H2 receptors.

The AVN-101 has demonstrated positive effects in the animal models of both impaired and innate cognition. It also exhibited significant anxiolytic and anti-depressant capabilities. The primary therapeutic area for AVN-101 to be tested in clinical trials would be Alzheimer's disease. However, due to its anxiolytic and anti-depressive activities, there is a strong rational for it to also be studied in such diseases as general anxiety disorders, depression, schizophrenia, and multiple sclerosis.
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![Affinities, pK~i~, of AVN-101 and its major metabolites, M1 and M2, to different targets, as measured in radio-ligand binding competition assay. Assessment of the binding affinity was performed by the Contract Research Organization, Ricerka, in accordance with their protocols briefly described in \[[@ref071]\].](jad-53-jad151146-g001){#jad-53-jad151146-g001}

![Affinities of AVN-101 and SB742457 to 5-HT7 (A) and 5-HT2A (B) receptors in competitive radioligand binding assay. Radio-labeled 5.5 nM \[^3^H\] lysergic acid diethylamide was used for 5-HT~7~ receptor and 0.5 nM \[^3^H\] ketanserin was used for 5-HT~2A~ receptor.](jad-53-jad151146-g002){#jad-53-jad151146-g002}

![A) Kinetics of Ca^2 +^ mobilization induced by *α*Met5-HT (5μM) without (dashed line) and in the presence of 10μM AVN-101 (solid line) in HEK 297 cells extragenously expressing the human recombinant 5-HT~2B~ receptor. Arrows indicate additions of the corresponding compounds. B) Activation (squares) and inhibition of the *α*Met5-HT-induced rat stomach fundus contraction (circles) with AVN-101.](jad-53-jad151146-g003){#jad-53-jad151146-g003}

![A) AVN-101-induced blockade of cell responses (SK-N-SH endogenously expressing H1 receptors and CHO-K1 exogenously expressing human recombinant H2 receptors) to corresponding agonists, 10μM histamine and 50 nM amthamine. Histamine induced Ca^2 +^ mobilization in SK-N-SH cells and amthamine induced cAMP accumulation in CHO-1K cells. B) AVN-101 effectively competes for the H1 and H2 receptors, expressed in CHO-K1 cells, with corresponding radio-labeled ligands, 1.2 nM \[^3^H\]Pyrilamine and 0.1 nM \[^125^I\]Aminopotentidine.](jad-53-jad151146-g004){#jad-53-jad151146-g004}

![4 h equilibrium concentrations of AVN-101 in dialysis apparatus, whole human blood plasma in one chamber and PBS (pH 7.2) in another. Fb --AVN-101 fraction bound to plasma proteins.](jad-53-jad151146-g005){#jad-53-jad151146-g005}

![AVN-101-induced activation of Pgp ATPase activity.](jad-53-jad151146-g006){#jad-53-jad151146-g006}

![Kinetics of AVN-101 (1μM) decomposition by rat and human microsomes.](jad-53-jad151146-g007){#jad-53-jad151146-g007}

![Metabolites of AVN-101digestion identified in human (HLM) and rat (RLM) microsomes. Solid arrows indicate metabolites determined in the HLM "soup" and dashed ones indicate metabolites identified in the RLM. Grayed out areas on the structures indicate possible oxidation points.](jad-53-jad151146-g008){#jad-53-jad151146-g008}

![Metabolism of AVN-101 in a suspension of S9 fraction isolated from rat (A and B) and human (C and D) liver in the presence of i) only phase 1 metabolism co-factor, NADPH (closed circles), ii) only phase 2 metabolism co-factor, UDPGA (closed squares), and iii) when both phase 1 and phase 2 co-factors were present (open circles). AVN-101 was tested at a concentration of 1μM (A and C) and 2μM (B and D).](jad-53-jad151146-g009){#jad-53-jad151146-g009}

![Pharmacokinetics of AVN-101 in mice upon IP administration at a dose of 5 mg/kg.](jad-53-jad151146-g010){#jad-53-jad151146-g010}

![AVN-101 PK in mice blood upon IP administration. A) Dose dependence of maximal concentration (C~MAX~) and exposure (AUC~0 - \>∞~) of the AVN-101. B) Half-life of elimination (T~1/2~) of the AVN-101.](jad-53-jad151146-g011){#jad-53-jad151146-g011}

![Pharmacokinetics of AVN-101 (dose 5 mg/kg) in Wistar rats, administered through IV, IP, and PO routes.](jad-53-jad151146-g012){#jad-53-jad151146-g012}

![A) Content of AVN-101 (μg/mL) in Wistar rat tissues 4 h after either IV (5 mg/kg) or PO (10 mg/kg) administration. B) Ratio of tissue AVN-101 concentrations, IV administration over PO administration, normalized by the corresponding dose.](jad-53-jad151146-g013){#jad-53-jad151146-g013}

![Pharmacokinetics of AVN-101 and its metabolites, M1 and M3, in plasma (A), brain (B), and CSF (C) of Sprague Dawley rats. AVN-101 was administered as a bolus in physiologic saline solution at a dose of 2 mg/kg through the tail vein.](jad-53-jad151146-g014){#jad-53-jad151146-g014}

![The AVN-101 distribution in blood, plasma, and cells as well as in CSF and brain of Sprague Dawley male rats administered IV with 2 mg/kg dose of the drug. The tissue samples were collected 5 min after the drug injection.](jad-53-jad151146-g015){#jad-53-jad151146-g015}

![Kinetics of AVN-101 diffusion through semi-permeable membrane of a 48-well dialysis plate. A) Donor chamber contained diluted with PBS 20% plasma with 1μM AVN-101 and acceptor chamber contained rat brain homogenate (A), both chambers contained 20% rat plasma with 1μM AVN-101 in the donor chamber (B), and both chambers contained PBS with 1μM AVN-101 in the donor chamber (C).](jad-53-jad151146-g016){#jad-53-jad151146-g016}

![Ratio of time spent in open arm over the closed arm (A), ratio of number of visits into open arm over closed arm (B), number of defecations (C), and total number of visits (D) in the elevated plus-maze test. Significance (Student *t*-test) of difference between each of the experimental groups and placebo (control) group: ^\*^*p* \< 0.05; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01; ^\*\*\*^*p* \< 0.005; and ^\*\*\*\*^*p* \< 0.001.](jad-53-jad151146-g017){#jad-53-jad151146-g017}

![Ratio of time spent in open arm over the closed arm (A), ratio of number of visits into open arm over closed arm (B), number of defecations (C), and total number of visits (D) in the elevated plus-maze test. Significance (Student *t*-test) of differences between each of the experimental groups and placebo (control) group: ^\*^*p* \< 0.05; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01; ^\*\*\*^*p* \< 0.005.](jad-53-jad151146-g018){#jad-53-jad151146-g018}

![Cumulative time in frozen state of male BALB/c mice in the elevated platform test. Group 1 --control (saline vehicle), Group 2 - Lorazepam (0.05 mg/kg) and Group 3 - AVN-101 (0.2 mg/kg). Each group included at least 8 animals. Mean values ± SE. Difference from placebo group: \**p* \< 0.05 (ANOVA's Fisher LS test).](jad-53-jad151146-g019){#jad-53-jad151146-g019}

![Time duration spent by male BALB/c mice in the central zone of open-field platform. Significance of the difference of test groups, Lorazepam and AVN-101 from control (placebo) group: ^\*^*p* \< 0.05; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01 (ANOVAs Fisher LS test).](jad-53-jad151146-g020){#jad-53-jad151146-g020}

![Relative changes of rat responses during unpunished (open bars) and punished (closed bars) sessions in the Geller-Seifter conflict test.](jad-53-jad151146-g021){#jad-53-jad151146-g021}

![Effect of Fluoxetine and Desipramine (both at 15 mg/kg) and AVN-101 (0.05 mg/kg) on mice immobility in (A) the Porsolt forced swim test and (B) tail suspension test. ^\*^*p* \< 0.05, ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01, ^\*\*\*^*p* \< 0.001 (Student *t*-test).](jad-53-jad151146-g022){#jad-53-jad151146-g022}

![Latency time before the first entry of BALB/c mice into the dark box (A), duration of staying in the white compartment (B) and number of entries into the dark compartment (C) measured 24 h after the electric shock was given (mean ± SEM). Difference from scopolamine-treated placebo group: ^\*^*p* \< 0.05; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01; ^\*\*\*^*p* \< 0.001 (Student *t*-test).](jad-53-jad151146-g023){#jad-53-jad151146-g023}

![Latency time before the first entry of Spraque Dawley rats into the dark box (A), duration of staying in the white compartment (B), and number of entries into the dark compartment (C) measured 24 h after the electric shock was given (mean ± SEM). Difference from scopolamine-treated placebo group: ^\*^*p* \< 0.05; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01; (Student *t*-test).](jad-53-jad151146-g024){#jad-53-jad151146-g024}

![Latency time for the first entry into the dark box (A), duration of staying in the white compartment (B) and number of entries into the dark compartment (C) measured 24 h after the electric shock was given (mean ± SEM). Difference from MK-801-treated placebo group (Placebo 2): ^\*^*p* \< 0.05 (Student *t*-test).](jad-53-jad151146-g025){#jad-53-jad151146-g025}

![The Morris water maze test for reversal of scopolamine-induced amnesia in male BALB/c mice. Ordinate axis: the time (mean ± SE) spent in the quadrant where the "safe" platform was located during two previous training days. Difference from placebo 2 group: ^\*^*p* \< 0.05; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01 (Student *t*-test).](jad-53-jad151146-g026){#jad-53-jad151146-g026}

![Effect of the AVN-101 and positive control drugs, memantine and SB-742457, on novel object recognition index in male BALB/c mice (mean ± SE) upon scopolamine (A) or NK-801-induced amnesia (B). Difference from group administered with scopolamine (Placebo 2): ^\*^*p* \< 0.05; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01 (Student test).](jad-53-jad151146-g027){#jad-53-jad151146-g027}

![Effect of AVN-101 and Haloperidol on apomorphine-induced disruption of pre-pulse inhibition in SHK male mice. Difference from group administered with Apomorphine (Placebo 2): ^\*^*p* \< 0.05; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01 (Student test).](jad-53-jad151146-g028){#jad-53-jad151146-g028}

![Q-T prolongation in guinea pigs by AVN-101 and positive control amiodaron.](jad-53-jad151146-g029){#jad-53-jad151146-g029}

![QT interval in Rhesus *Macaca mulatta* upon IV administration of positive control drug amiodaron (15 mg/kg) or AVN-101 (1 mg/kg).](jad-53-jad151146-g030){#jad-53-jad151146-g030}

![Effect of AVN-101 and control substances on reverse mutation rate (Ames test) of *Salmonella typhimurium* strains TA98 (light gray), TA1535 (dark gray), and TA1537 (black). Results for the highest AVN-101 concentration tested, 50μM, are shown. Positive controls for TA98 (4-NOPD), TA1535 (Na-azide), and TA1537 (9-AA), were tested at respective concentrations of 15μg/mL, 2μg/mL, and 50μg/mL. Effects of the compounds are presented as a fold increase over negative control, non-treated bacteria cultures (mean ± SE). Dotted line shows negative control level and dashed line represents the 3-fold threshold that is considered as a significant level for mutagenic effect.](jad-53-jad151146-g031){#jad-53-jad151146-g031}

![Kinetics of AVN-101 and its metabolites, M1 and M2, in plasma of human healthy volunteers after single AVN-101 PO administration at different doses.](jad-53-jad151146-g032){#jad-53-jad151146-g032}

![Relation between an AVN-101 dose upon PO administration and blood concentration of AVN-101 and its two metabolites, M1 and M2, in humans. A) Peak concentration, C~max~ (mean ± SD). B) Exposure, AUC (mean ± SD).](jad-53-jad151146-g033){#jad-53-jad151146-g033}

###### 

Physicochemical characteristics of AVN-101

  Parameter                    Value
  ---------------------------- -------------
  MW                           304.439
  Log P (pH 4)                 2.47
  Log P (pH 9.5)               5.25
  Log Sw                       5.94
  N+O                          2
  H Acceptors                  2
  H Donors                     0
  B rotN                       3
  PSA                          8.17
  Solubility (H~2~O), pH7.4    194 mg/mL
  Solubility (H~2~O), pH 4.0   \>200 mg/mL

###### 

Comparative selectivity profiles for AVN-101 and Lu AE8054 against serotonin receptors

  Receptor    AVN-101 Ki, nM \[[@ref013]\]   Lu AE58054 Ki, nM \[[@ref073]\]
  ---------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------------
  5-HT~1A~                 61                             2300
  5-HT~1B~                720                           \>10,000
  5-HT~2A~                1.56                             83
  5-HT~2B~                10.6                           \>4100
  5-HT~2C~                1.17                             250
  5-HT~6~                 2.04                            0.83
  5-HT~7~                0.153                           \>10000

###### 

Affinity of AVN-101 to bind to adrenergic receptors measured in radio ligand competition assay

  Target                Ki, nM   Relative Selectivity*^*a*^*
  -------------------- -------- -----------------------------
  Adrenergic *α*~2B~     0.41                 1
  Adrenergic *α*~2A~     1.77                4.3
  Adrenergic *α*~2C~     3.55                8.7
  Adrenergic *α*~1B~     9.4                22.9
  Adrenergic *α*~1A~     18.9               46.1
  Adrenergic *α*~1D~     30.2               73.7

*^*a*^*K~i~ for Adrenergic *α*~2B~ is equated to 1.

###### 

Permeability of AVN-101 (200μM) through CACO-2 cell monolayer and Rhodamine123 (30μM) alone and of Rhodamine123 in the presence of either pgP inhibitor Verapamil (100μM) or AVN-101 (100μM)

  Compound                         P~app~×10^6^ cm/s   B-A/A-B ratio  
  ------------------------------- ------------------- --------------- ------
  AVN-101 (200μM)                      19 ± 1.8          21 ± 2.1      1.1
  Rhodamine123 (30μM)*^*a*^*           0.6 ± 0.2         6.8 ± 0.4     11.0
  Rhodamine123+Verapamil*^*b*^*        0.6 ± 0.2         1.0 ± 0.2     1.7
  Rhodamine123+AVN-101                 0.6 ± 0.1         1.2 ± 0.3     2.0

*^*a*^*Rhodamine123 was used as Pgp pump substrate. *^*b*^*Verapamil (100μM) was used as Pgp pump inhibitor.

###### 

Main kinetics parameters of the AVN-101 degradation by rat and human microsomes

  Species    t~1/2~ (min)   k~el~   Cl~int~ (μl/min/mg protein)
  --------- -------------- ------- -----------------------------
  rat            1.97       0.352               703
  human          2.07       0.335               335

###### 

Relative amounts of the original compound, AVN-101, and its metabolites in suspensions of human and rat microsomes, determined by the indicated incubation time

  Analyte    AVN-101, μM   microsomes   Incubation   Remaining
  --------- ------------- ------------ ------------ -----------
  AVN-101         1           HLM        7.9 min        3.0
  AVN-101         1           HLM         30 min        2.0
  AVN-101         2           HLM        7.9 min       40.0
  AVN-101         2           HLM         30 min       43.0
  AVN-101         1           RLM        7.9 min        \<1
  AVN-101         1           RLM         30 min        \<1
  M1              1           HLM        6.2 min        \<1
  M1              2           HLM        6.2 min        30
  M2              1           HLM        7.0 min        \<1
  M2              2           HLM        7.0 min        10
  M3              1           HLM           83      
  M3              2           HLM           6       
  M3              1           RLM           6       
  M4              1           HLM        7.8 min         9
  M4              2           HLM        7.8 min         5
  M5              1           HLM           3       
  M5              2           HLM           1       
  M6              1           HLM        7.8 min         2
  M6              2           HLM        7.8 min         2
  M7              1           RLM           28      
  M8              1           HLM        5.2 min        \<1
  M8              2           HLM        5.2 min        \<1
  M8              1           RLM        5.2 min       30.0
  M9              1           HLM        6.9 min        \<1
  M9              2           HLM        6.9 min        2.0
  M10             1           HLM        6.8 min        \<1
  M10             2           HLM        6.8 min         3
  Others          2           HLM          1.5      
  Others          1           RLM           33      

###### 

Metabolism of AVN-101 with human recombinant cytochromes

  Enzyme    AVN-101 (2μM),
  --------- ----------------
  HLM       43
  CYP1A2    46
  CYP2C8    118
  CYP2C9    110
  CYP2C19   1
  CYP2D6    0
  CYP3A4    2

###### 

Half-life of AVN-101 metabolism with rat or human S9 fractions in the presence of phase 1 metabolism co-factor, NADPH, and phase 2 metabolism co-factor, UDPGA

  S9 fraction             +NADPH   +NADPH+UDPGA         
  ---------------------- -------- -------------- ------ ------
  rat S9, T~1/2~ min       1.22        2.36       0.96   2.34
  human S9, T~1/2~ min     24.8        87.1       26.2   58.9

###### 

AVN-101 main pharmacokinetic parameters in mice upon IP bolus administration

  AVN-101, mg/kg    C~max~, ng/ml   T~max~, min   AUC~0 - \>∞~ ng\*min/ml   AUC~0 - \>t~, ng\*min/ml   T~1/2~, min
  ---------------- --------------- ------------- ------------------------- -------------------------- -------------
  5.0                    198             5                 16438                     11049                 136
  1.0                    23             15                 1921                       1552                 81
  0.2                     5             15                  365                       339                  58
  0.05                   1.9             5                 29.9                       29.2                10.5

###### 

AVN-101 PK parameters in Wistar rats with LC-MS/MS detection of the original substance

  Route    Dose, mg/kg   T~max~, min   C~max~, ng/mL   AUC~0 ⟶240~, ng\*min/mL   F~abs~, %   AUC~0 ⟶∞~, ng\*min/mL   T~1/2~, min   K~el~, min^--1^
  ------- ------------- ------------- --------------- ------------------------- ----------- ----------------------- ------------- -----------------
  IV            5             5            846.7                43269             452049             57.5              0.0121     
  IP            5             5            278.3               113829              26.3             169899              176.6          0.0039
  PO            5             5             50                  36839               8.5              48629              116.7          0.0059

###### 

AVN-101 concentrations in rat liver, heart, lungs, spleen, kidneys, brain, and blood 4 h after either PO (10 mg/kg) or IV (5 mg/kg) administration

  Organs     AVN-101, μg/ml   IV/PO, normalized^\*^   Organ bioavailability, %  
  --------- ---------------- ----------------------- -------------------------- ------
  Brain       6.24 ± 0.24          9.44 ± 0.36                  3.03             33.0
  Kidneys     4.70 ± 0.22          6.50 ± 0.20                  2.77             36.2
  Liver       3.78 ± 0.13          5.30 ± 0.16                  2.80             35.6
  Spleen      3.74 ± 0.15          5.94 ± 0.15                  3.18             31.5
  Heart       3.28 ± 0.15          9.24 ± 0.23                  5.63             17.7
  Lungs       3.20 ± 0.23          8.96 ± 0.11                  5.60             17.9
  Blood       0.46 ± 0.01          0.36 ± 0.01                  1.57             63.9

^\*^AVN-101 organ concentrations were normalized by corresponding dose.

###### 

AVN-101 PK parameters in blood plasma, brain tissue, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of Sprague Dawley rats upon IV administration at a dose of 2 mg/mL

  PK Parameter   Units         Plasma    Brain     CSF
  -------------- ------------ --------- -------- --------
  k el           Min^--1^      0.0048    0.0092   0.0071
  T1/2           min           143.42    75.66    97.490
  Tmax           h              0.083     0.08   
  Cmax           ng/ml           274      4665     11.0
  C0             ng/ml           308             
  AUClast        min\*ng/ml     22589    480129   1520.4
  AUCINF         min\*ng/ml     31296    537361   1904.9
  Vz             mL/kg         13222.7           
  Cl             ml/min/kg     63.905            
  Vss_obs        mL/kg         11613.6           

###### 

PK parameters of AVN-101 and its metabolites, M1 and M2, in Dogs (LC-MS/MS method)

  Administration    Substance analyzed   T~1/2~, min  T~max~, min        C~max~, ng/mL       AUC~0 - \>∞~, min×ng/mL.   F~abs~, %           
  ---------------- -------------------- ------------- ------------- ----------------------- -------------------------- ----------- -------- -----
  AVN-101                   IV                2       AVN-101                29.8                       1                 3,740     29,869   4.6
  AVN-101                   PO               10       AVN-101                 366                       60                 23       6,866   
  AVN-101                   IV                2       M1                     51.4                       5                  5.7      264.6   
  AVN-101                   PO               10       M1                     154.9                      60                30.1      8,995   
  AVN-101                   IV                2       M2             Below detection limit                                                  
  AVN-101                   PO               10       M2                     168.7                      60                0.23       39.1   
  M1                        IV                1       M1                     57.5                       1                 4,550     25,894   8.4
  M1                        PO                5       M1                     138.5                     120                 43       10,828  
  M1                        IV                1       AVN-101                20.9                       1                 13.7      137.5   
  M1                        PO                5       AVN-101                 --                       240                 9.1      1,896   
  M1                        IV                1       M2             Below detection limit                                                  
  M1                        PO               10       M2             Below detection limit                                                  

###### 

AVN-101 PK parameters in Rhesus monkeys

  Monkey \#    Route of   Dose,   T~max~,   C~max~,   T~1/2~,   K~el~,   AUC~0 ⟶t~,   AUC~0 ⟶∞~,   F~abs~, %
  ----------- ---------- ------- --------- --------- --------- -------- ------------ ------------ -----------
  34887           IV        2        1        304       33      0.0208    21,375.5      23,298    
  35188           IV        2        1        345       162     0.0043    29,733.2      71,708    
  34920           PO       10       120       53        438     0.0016     19,275       38,227    
  35189           PO       10       120       79        255     0.0027     23,865       34,518    
  Mean:           IV        2        1        324       98      0.0125    25,554.3      47,503       15.3
  Mean:           PO       10       120       66        346     0.0022     21,570       36,373    

###### 

Inhibition of cardiac channels by AVN-101

  ------------------------ ------------------------- --------------------
  Channel                   \% Inhibition at 31.6μM   IC~50~ (μM)hNav1.5
  hKv4.3-hKCh1P2.2 (Ito)              66                     14.8
  hKvLQT1-hminK (IKs)                 55                     22.5
  ------------------------ ------------------------- --------------------

###### 

Effect of AVN-101 on cardio-vascular parameters of dogs (beagle)

  --------------------------------
  AVN-101 dose, mg/kg
  Blood plasma concentration, μM
  femoral SBP
  femoral DBP
  femoral BF
  aortic SBP
  aortic DBP
  left ventricular SBP
  left ventricular DBP
  HR
  QT interval
  QTcV interval
  --------------------------------

SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; BF, blood flow; HR, heart rate.

###### 

Chromosomal aberrations in femur bone marrow cells in male and female mice, F~1~ CBA×C~57~BL/6

  Compound                               Dose, mg/kg   cells with aberration, % ^\*^   Total   *p*                                 
  ------------------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------- ------- ----- ----- ----------- ------------ ---------
                                                                   Males                                                           
  Placebo                                    0.4                    1.4                  0      0     0    1.8 ± 0.6               
  cyclophosphomide (positive control)     20*^*a*^*                 0.2                19.8    0.4   1.0      6.2      20.8 ± 1.8   \<0.001
  AVN-101                                 1*^*a*^*                   0                  1.2     0     0        0       1.2 ± 0.5    \>0.05
  AVN-101                                 20*^*a*^*                 1.0                 0.6     0     0        0       1.6 ± 0.6    \>0.05
  AVN-101                                 1*^*b*^*                  0.2                 1.2     0     0        0       1.4 ± 0.5    \>0.05
                                                                  Females                                                          
  Placebo                                    0.2                    1.4                  0      0     0    1.6 ± 0.6               
  AVN-101                                 1*^*b*^*                   0                  0.8     0     0        0       0.8 ± 0.4    \>0.05

*^*a*^*single dose, ^b^qd for 5 days. ^\*^500 cells per experimental group were analyzed.

###### 

Summary of PK parameters following single oral dose of AVN-101 in humans

  Administration    Substance analyzed   T~1/2~*^*a*^*, h   C~max~*^*a*^*, pg/mL   AUC~0 - \>∞~*^*a*^*, h\*pg/mL                
  ---------------- -------------------- ------------------ ---------------------- ------------------------------- ------------- -------------
  AVN-101                   PO                  2                 AVN-101                   14.1 ± 10.2            5.79 ± 2.90   94.6 ± 26.8
  AVN-101                   PO                  2                    M1                     2.49 ± 1.2             56.1 ± 18.2    220 ± 116
  AVN-101                   PO                  2                    M2                         nd                 2.10 ± 3.16       nd
  AVN-101                   PO                  4                 AVN-101                   8.15 ± 2.23            22.9 ± 16.4   211 ± 86.2
  AVN-101                   PO                  4                    M1                     2.48 ± 1.27            112 ± 38.1     555 ± 297
  AVN-101                   PO                  4                    M2                         nd                 1.7 ± 2.17        nd
  AVN-101                   PO                  10                AVN-101                   10.2 ± 2.55            53.7 ± 31.8    462 ± 207
  AVN-101                   PO                  10                   M1                     2.8 ± 1.71              292 ± 176    1410 ± 688
  AVN-101                   PO                  10                   M2                         nd                 5.08 ± 6.96       nd
  AVN-101                   PO                  20                AVN-101                   8.18 ± 2.09            84.1 ± 46.2    843 ± 333
  AVN-101                   PO                  20                   M1                     3.85 ± 0.56             635 ± 311    3100 ± 870
  AVN-101                   PO                  20                   M2                     4.74 ± 1.36            4.67 ± 1.9    35.2 ± 0.44

*^*a*^*Means ± SD. nd, could not be calculated due to low content in the blood.
